Ticket: # 4619112 - Grammys 2021
Date: 3/14/2021 10:13:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Conyers, Georgia 30094

Description
CBS allowed the song WAP to be performed in prime time. It is vulgar and explicit.
The performance on TV of the song "W.A.P" was highly sexual with both the type of dances performed and the lyrics of the song itself.
Ticket: # 4619123 - Grammy awards cardi b and meghan the stallion

Date: 3/14/2021 10:22:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77063

Description
The performance at the Grammys of cardi b and Megan the stallion was disgusting and vulgar. The sexual acts that they were mimicking and lack of clothing is offensive.
Ticket: # 4619125 - Grammys

Date: 3/14/2021 10:22:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Arcadia, California 91006

Description
Outfits in Grammy performance not acceptable for air tv
Adult material on CBS at 7:00 pm

Date: 3/14/2021 10:23:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Oregon 97477

Description
Extremely revealing costumes, provocative dance...this could have been on stage at a strip club. CBS and the Grammy awards need to be off tv.
Description
I would like to file a complaint against CBS and the producers of the 2021 Grammy Awards for indecent, explicit, and vulgar content. The performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion was beyond inappropriate for network television. I am appalled and upset that this kind of vile content was allowed on live TV.
Ticket: # 4619134 - CBS Grammy Broadcast of WAP song

Date: 3/14/2021 10:25:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Katy, Texas 77450

Description
CBS broadcasted the song Wet Ass Pussy on national television. At one point, Cardi B and another women simulated sexual scissoring on a large bed. The song has the raunchiest lyrics of any song ever. Disgusting.
Ticket: # 4619138 - Grammy Awards 2021

Date: 3/14/2021 10:25:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Pelham, Alabama 35124

Description
The performance by Cardi B and a Megan Thee Stallion exceeds your standards for decency in broadcasting. It was a more than inappropriate five minutes of sexual pantomime. It was disgusting.
Ticket: # 4619142 - Grammys
Date: 3/14/2021 10:26:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Schaumburg, Illinois 60193

Description
The performance by Cardi B is obscene and shouldn't be on TV. Terrible not be
Ticket: # 4619144 - CBS & 2021 Grammys
Date: 3/14/2021 10:26:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Camano Island, Washington 98282

Description
Disgusting. How CBS and the Grammys allow the disgusting Cardi B and Megan the stallion to perform strip shows, spread their legs, stripped pole, dry hump the ground. I’m not that damn old and this was beyond. They even warned the kids to leave the room. I should be able to watch a Grammy broadcast with my kids.
Ticket: # 4619146 - Multiple obscenities on Grammys

Date: 3/14/2021 10:27:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Crestwood, Kentucky 40014

Description
Multiple Grammy performances with half naked women and cameras zooming in on their genital areas. Additionally constant references to sex and other sex related activities. Not to mention the performance of a song called Wet Ass Pussy performed in a bed with women acting like they’re having sex.....
Ticket: # 4619149 - Grammys Pornographic Performance and acts

Date: 3/14/2021 10:27:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Addison, Texas 75001

Description
Meghan Thee Stallion was nearly naked and moving very sexually including humping on top of Cardi B moaning during an aired Grammy performance. This was so sickening and children watched. We didn't sign up for this and were not warned. This isn't cable tv. Fine the grammys and place out a statement please.
Description

Dear FCC,

There were multiple acts of women twerking, showing their near naked buttocks, and near nude performances on regular public television which us completely out of control. This should not be seen by families, young boys, or young girls and is a horrible example of values to families and especially our children.

The Grammys, Recording Academy, and CBS should be fined and prohibited from future syndication on public television for broadcasting essentially pornographic material to families and children.

I am requesting a phone call and reply from an administrator from the FCC on this matter.

Sincerely yours,
Ticket: # 4619155 - CBS Grammys

Date: 3/14/2021 10:29:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75254

Description
The sexual nature of the performances were highly inappropriate and shocking. I watched it with my daughter and didn’t know what to say. The cardi b part was why I am writing you.
Description
The performance that Cardi B put on was disgusting and unacceptable!!!! This was far worse than Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake's clothing malfunction at the 2004 super bowl game. The Grammys need to require the artist not to be performing any types of sexual acts and require clothes to stay on and not stripping down to bra and panties.
Ticket: # 4619164 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/14/2021 10:31:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Peoria, Arizona 85381

Description
The Grammy Awards on CBS were completely family friendly until exactly when prime time viewing started. Right at 7pm PST the show turned sexual and disgusting. Multiple half-naked women shaking their bare butts, grabbing their crotches & breasts, and singing about their wet privates.
Ticket: # 4619166 - Grammys Cardi B /Meghan Performance

Date: 3/14/2021 10:32:02 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78240

Description
I wanted to show my concern by what was shown for the Cardi B and Meghan performance. It was incredibly erotic, sexual and perhaps better suited for a later timeslot. It was out of place in primetime in my opinion. Please consider.
Ticket: # 4619167 - Sex and pornography promotion on Grammy 2021

Date: 3/14/2021 10:32:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Richmond, Texas 77407
Company Complaining About: Cbs Channel

Description
Tonight on March 14 2021 Grammy 2021 was showing Megan Thee Stallion who was barely dressed in thong and showed naked look alike legs. This is not right broadcast at 9:20 pm when kids were still awake. I felt insulted and humiliated watching this pornography and sexual graphic promotion.
Ticket: # 4619170 - Grammy's on CBS
Date: 3/14/2021 10:34:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Waterloo, Iowa 50701
Company Complaining About: Mediacom

Description
I find it completely inappropriate that the Grammys were allowed to air that vulgar display of Cards B's WAP. 3/4 naked women on an oversized bed dry humping or scissoring each other. And then to follow it up with women can change the world. How by being a stripper? Very conflicting messages. As a father of two young girls I am ashamed that this kind of stuff can be aired on regular TV. In a world that wants to cancel Dr. Suess and empower the #MeToo movement they feel it appropriate to celebrate a show that is broadcasting about a wet ass pussy! Disgusting. Same on the Grammys and CBS.
Ticket: # 4619176 - Lewd and half naked on the Grammys
Date: 3/14/2021 10:35:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Jackson, Ohio 45640

Description
While channel surfing, I caught sight of women dancers who had half of their behinds hanging out while doing vulgar dance moves, so out of shock, I stopped to see what the program was. It was the Grammys airing on CBS. I'm not sure who the female "singer" was at the time, but she was soon joined by who I learned was Cardi B who sang the extremely lewd, filthy, disgusting song referred to as WAP. WAP is an acronym for a terribly foul, repulsive title of the song. The FCC really needs to check into the lyrics of this song and watch the segment to which I'm referring to see the nudity and lewd movements that went along with the foul, horrid song. I have no words for how disgusting this was. Absolutely should NEVER have been aired on broadcast tv over the air.
Ticket: # 4619177 - Obscene, indecent exposure Grammy2021
Date: 3/14/2021 10:35:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Vernon, Connecticut 06066
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Indecent clothing and dancing at the Grammy show by Megan Thd Stallion and Cardi B, this is public tv that my teen kids watch. Very inappropriate dancing and actions. I might as well have gone to a strip club. I can’t believe this is allowed on public tv CBS. Very poor taste. Very uncomfortable to watch with kids, had to turn off the tv.
Ticket: # 4619178 - Grammy's showing indecent material on Prime time TV

Date: 3/14/2021 10:35:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

Description
What I witnessed tonight on CBS was absolutely wrong on so many levels. The performance by Cardi B and Nicki Manaj violated every rule in place. The song they sang, the outfits they were wearing and the movements they did were absolutely disgusting and this network should face very stiff penalties and fines if not removed from public TV.
I cannot believe that they were allowed to broadcast that.
Description
Several performances on the March 12, 2021 live broadcast of the 63rd Annual Grammy Awards contained indecent, sexually explicit dancing and lyrics in violation of the FCC’s decency standards. It was appalling—particularly the Cardi B/Megan Thee Stallion performance of a song with sexual content.
Ticket: # 4619181 - Grammy Awards (Cardi B performance)

Date: 3/14/2021 10:36:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Soddy Daisy, Tennessee 37379

Description
CBS Grammys has gone too far with that performance. I have kids that are up and happened to watch this. This was so inappropriate on so many levels. This should have been a Pay-Per-View program on not aired on public TV. Please this kind of programming has to stop. They need to be punished for this. The Host of this show has made so many nasty comments that should not have been aired.
Ticket: # 4619188 - Indecency Complaint against CBS and the Grammys
Date: 3/14/2021 10:42:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Seeley Lake, Montana 59868-8532

Description
I saw 60-seconds of the end of Cardi-B’s song on the Grammy’s, Sunday night, March 14th. This was a flagrant, in-your-face literally, violation of the decency laws and standards that the Broadcast channels must adhere to. CBS needs to be held accountable and fined for this violation during the family hour; 8:30 PM MT on a Sunday night - or any other time for that matter.
Ticket: # 4619193 - Grammy awards/cardi B & WAP
Date: 3/14/2021 10:43:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80929

Description
This was a completely inappropriate performance of women “dancing” in things and rolling around on the stage as if they were dancing in a strip club. Our young daughters wanted to see the Grammy awards, but with this, we turned it off. Each sponsor, that “artist” and the Grammy organization should be fined. Completely inappropriate for prime time TV.
Ticket: # 4619196 - WAP Performance on the 63rd Annual Grammy Awards

Date: 3/14/2021 10:44:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Kansas City, Missouri 64151

Description
The performance by Megan the Stallion and Cardi B was appalling and should not have been allowed on public broadcast television. The words sung and shown visually as well as the set design, dance moves and costumes were obscene and debasing of women. My 11 year old daughter was too embarrassed to even tell us what WAP stands for. CBS should be fined a large sum on money and all public broadcasting stations should be prevented from airing that type of performance again!
Ticket: # 4619199 - Grammys - Obscene and Indecent content

Date: 3/14/2021 10:45:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Lebanon, Missouri 65536

Description
It is unbelievable that the FCC would allow Cardi B's performance on the Grammys. It was disgusting and meets all criteria for obscene and indecent content. She should be banned and the Grammys should be fined. And we wonder why there is no morality. This should never have been allowed and you should be ashamed for allowing it.
CBS aired the Grammy Awards Sunday March 14, 2021 and aired some very offensive images. I had my whole family sitting around looking to enjoy a nice evening watching the awards show and was appalled by watching Meagan Thee Stallion and Cardi B's performances. They were pretty much naked shaking their butts and simulating having sex in bed. It was pretty much watching a strip show on live TV, with a stripper pole and dollar bills flying around on stage. I am disgusted that this is aired on regular TV and having young kids watching this and idolizing these so called performers. They are nothing more than lude prostitutes. Where is America's morality? I expect the FCC to protect our children from this pornography! Isn't that what your role is?
Description
This article explains it all. I disagree with the description anything in this performance was “sexy” it was choreographed pornography.
Ticket: # 4619210 - WAP on the Grammys

Date: 3/14/2021 10:58:19 PM
City/State/Zip: La Crosse, Wisconsin 54601

Description
The performance by Mason Thee Stallion and Cardi B was not something my children need to be watching at 9 pm on Paramount TV. It was poor taste and sexual in nature. Everyone knew it would happen and they still allowed it on TV knowing these complaints would come.
Ticket: # 4619219 - Grammy
Date: 3/14/2021 11:00:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Muskogee, Oklahoma 74403

Description
Almost porn on t.v.
Ticket: # 4619221 - Indecent television  
**Date:** 3/14/2021 11:01:26 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Northglenn, Colorado 80233

---

**Description**  
Wet ass pussy???? The performance by Cardi B on a network during family viewing hours was completely inappropriate, offensive, vulgar, and unacceptable.
Ticket: # 4619223 - Choreographed pornography on the public airways

Date: 3/14/2021 11:02:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37129
Company Complaining About: Wtvf

Description
Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion performed lewd and obscene acts at the Grammy awards which aired on CBS on Sunday night
Ticket: # 4619228 - Grammy Awards on CBS
Date: 3/14/2021 11:05:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Henderson, Nevada 89002-8848

Description
We started to watch the Grammy awards on CBS. We happened to tune in right when some women kept sticking her but and crotch right in front of the camera. Next performance was a rap rendition that began with white police officers knocking a black guy to the ground. Then black people were throwing fire bombs at buildings. These kind of performances are not respectable or acceptable to us and are perpetuating civil disobedience
Ticket: # 4619233 - Grammy’s
Date: 3/14/2021 11:09:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Chelsea, Alabama 35043

Description
Megan Thee Stallion/Cardi B performance was disgusting. Kids watch these shows. Producers should have known. Unacceptable.
Ticket: # 4619239 - Grammy performance of Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion (3/14/2021)
Date: 3/14/2021 11:12:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Mission Viejo, California 92692

Description
The most offensive performance I have ever seen on television. I don’t shock easily, but the sexual positioning and the vulgar obscene language was way over the line. I also object to Trevor Noah’s extremely effusive praise over the performance as well as his joke about using the big bed with Cardi B. How did this ever get approved?
I am shocked that CBS allowed the song WAP played on National TV at 7:35pm while my children were watching. Yes, the lyrics were twisted but my kids asked me what WAP!
Ticket: # 4619251 - Inappropriate content

Date: 3/14/2021 11:17:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Spring Branch, Texas 78070

Description
The Grammy airing was Highly inappropriate, X rated and should not have been allowed to air where under age viewers could be exposed to such filth. The Cardi B performance was UNACCEPTABLE along with the MCs comments. Vulgar language, inappropriate costumes and dance performances.
Ticket: # 4619256 - Obscene Grammy performance

Date: 3/14/2021 11:22:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Essex, Missouri 63846

Description
The thinly veiled pornographic performance of Megan Thee Stallion on the Grammy Broadcast by CBS was filthy. 10 minutes of non stop obscene sexual gesturing should have never been broadcast on public air waves. CBS should be fined so heavily that they will NEVER allow producers to think that kind of obscenity is acceptable. Nudity, rubbing the genitals, rubbing the breasts, extended positioning and gesturing of intercourse and use of the microphone. Everyone involved in the production and broadcast of that performance should be fired, as they have lost all comprehension of what's decent and acceptable for broadcast prime time programming.
Ticket: # 4619258 - Grammy award show

Date: 3/14/2021 11:23:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Voorheesville, New York 12186
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
Too many almost naked, sexual performances and at least 2 sightings of female private parts. The Grammy’s were always my favorite. Tonight’s show should have been R rated.
Ticket: # 4619259 - Performance on Grammy Awards

Date: 3/14/2021 11:23:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Tamaqua, Pennsylvania 18252-5563

Description
Cardi B and Meghan thee Stallions performance of WAP on live network TV just after 10pm. Where the two women were scantily clad rolling around and humping a large bed. And then appeared to scizzer.
Description
The performance on the Grammys this year by Cardi B and another female singer was absolutely unacceptable for public broadcast. Lack of clothing, pointing to her vagina as a wet ass pussy and in bed grinding with each other. The outfits themselves must be censored which left nothing to the imagination.
Ticket: # 4619268 - Granmy’s
Date: 3/14/2021 11:33:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Homer, Alaska 99603

Description
If the airing of this filth and trash doesn't go against FCC standards, I don’t know what does. Do your jobs!
Ticket: # 4619283 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/14/2021 11:56:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Frisco, Texas 75035
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I’m absolutely appalled by the filth that was allowed tonight. The media has a problem with Dr Seuss, yet allows Cardi B to sing about her Wet Ass Pussy on national television. This tv station should be shut down for allowing this. My 14 year teenage son saw the disgusting filth that was played during the Grammy Awards this evening.
Ticket: # 4619285 - WAP on the The Grammys  
Date: 3/14/2021 11:57:48 PM  
City/State/Zip: Conway, Arkansas 72032

Description
It is unbelievable that a song as vulgar as WAP would be allowed on network TV during a primetime awards show. Whoever is in charge of monitoring or approving the content failed us all. A song such as this has not place on network TV. This will be another reason I'll likely never watch another Hollywood awards show again.
Ticket: # 4619287 - Indecency at the Grammy’s

Date: 3/15/2021 12:08:20 AM
City/State/Zip: Sugar Land, Texas 77478

Description
Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B’s performance at the Grammys was incredibly indent. Allowing and celebrating performances like these is harmful to society and counterproductive in terms of helping advance women. The performance should not have been allowed to air. All the women spread their legs, pointed to their crotch and said “wet” repeatedly. You tell me that’s appropriate for public broadcasting.
Ticket: # 4619296 - Grammy Performance by Cardi-B
Date: 3/15/2021 12:15:01 AM
City/State/Zip: Pasadena, California 91104

Description
She performed her song WAP (wet ass pussy) on a bed with a stripper pole barely wearing anything. Disgusting. Should not be on prime time tv for children to see.
Ticket: # 4619304 - Grammy broadcast
Date: 3/15/2021 12:30:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Oakdale, California 95361

Description
The very beginning of the Grammy broadcast was just entirely too risqué for broadcast television #1 and to be televised at 5:00pm at night #2. The stallion lady’s act was not fit for TV and CBS should be punished harshly for broadcasting this! From showing naked arses to the lyrics of the song, they perfectly speak for themself and I do NOT see how someone keeps their job after this! This display made the Janet Jackson Super Bowl Halftime faux pas seem like children’s television! The FCC has failed at their job and CBS has failed at their job! Harsh sanctions had better follow!
Ticket: # 4619312 - 2021 Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 12:53:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Provo, Utah 84601

Description
Cardi B/ Megan stallion dance number was demeaning to women, filthy in choreography and lyrics, not appropriate for families or prime time, just garbage trying pass for art. Why was this not shut down? Are you all asleep at your jobs? You are supposed to protect the public but you sat back and watched us all get dumped with this garbage. Thanks for nothing, which is what you should be getting paid!
Description
On March 14th, 2021 the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) aired the 63rd Grammy's and rebroadcasted the entire show immediately afterwards, meaning the indecent material was most likely aired twice, although I only saw it during the 5PM - 8PM PST broadcast on YouTube TV. CBS invited Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion to perform their song "WAP," which is about female reproductive parts. The dancing was very suggestive and the song lyrics are quite obvious. Please google the lyrics of the song. In addition, Carbi B uploaded the video of her performance onto her youtube page:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnBZLFB7kLo
Ticket: # 4619334 - Offensive Lyrics and Sexual Content

Date: 3/15/2021 1:17:31 AM
City/State/Zip: Yuba City, California 95993

Description
The performances aired by Megan Thee Stallion and Cardie B were extremely sexually explicit. The fact that they were able to perform blatant sexual acts on national television at a time when families with young children are watching is very offensive. Obviously this had to have been pre-approved by the producers of the Grammys, as they had a set with a striper pole and a giant bed. I understand that WAP was a song that was nominated for an award and should be treated like any other song; however the performance could have been made to be appropriate to air on national television. I am extremely disappointed by the Grammy origination and the fact that they would think this would be appropriate to air.
Ticket: # 4619339 - The 63rd Grammys on CBS
Date: 3/15/2021 1:23:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75206

Description
Cardi B and Megan TheStallion performances were completely inappropriate for TV. Songs about wet ass pussies should not be on TV. Women grabbing their vaginas on TV while singing about wanting sex should not be allowed.
Ticket: # 4619342 - Indecency
Date: 3/15/2021 1:29:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Chula Vista, California 91915

Description
Grammy Awards performance by Megan the Stalion and Cardi B. This performance are not to appropriate for a family show.
Very disturbing.
Ticket: # 4619348 - the grammys on cbs
Date: 3/15/2021 1:37:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056

Description
Most disgusting show EVER! Cardi b's performance was nothing short of pornagraphic. SHAME ON YOU CBS! Where is the cancel culture now? Being okay okay with Cardi B singing WAP (WET a$$ PU$@y) and simulating sex during her performance? Same women who cry about men sexualizing their bodies, but sing on a national award show "Theres some whores in the house" Then wondering why men call them whores蘩, cant have it both ways. Cardi B IS NOT A ROLE MODEL FOR ANY YOUNG GIRL! If this was a movie, it would have been R rated, shame on CBS for violating us with absolutely no warning. CANCEL CBS, CANCEL THE GRAMMYS! cbs violated us by showing this to families with children!!
Ticket: # 4619355 - CBS Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 2:13:07 AM
City/State/Zip: Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6964
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
Multiple inappropriate performances containing indecent content.
Insulted and outraged about the content of tonight's broadcast. The whole night was so awful. Specifically the porn show of CarliB. This should not be on tv. It's porn. Plain and simple. Get it off of the tv.
Description
On public television, during a nationally televised music awards show, it was inappropriate and irresponsible for the producers to allow such vulgar material to be shown as the WAP song and dance. Women dancing with thongs on, air humping each other on a bed as if participating in lesbian sex, pole dancing like at a strip club, all while any household in America, including those with small children, could see. No warning was provided other than to jokingly tell kids in the room the song was about a wet cat, per the show host. Totally disgusting, immoral, and truly inappropriate.
Ticket: # 4619371 - The Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 2:36:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Missouri 65807

Description
Tonight's Grammys Show on CBS has a disgusting, pornographic display of disrespect to women, performed by Cardi B and Meghan Thee Stallion. It was way beneath the standards the public expects. CBS should have censored it.
Ticket: # 4619379 - CBS Grammys Show
Date: 3/15/2021 2:59:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Wheeling, Illinois 60090

Description
I have never been so offended by an awards show before nor have I ever complained. Too much trash talk, nudity and inappropriate sexual dance moves. It was truly a show put together without any class. What could make it better is have the artist send you their video choreographed and if they do not follow it fine then a minimum of 500,000 which can be donated to charity.
Ticket: # 4619381 - grammy suggestive and obscene outfits and cuss words

Date: 3/15/2021 3:01:55 AM
City/State/Zip: Hawk Point, Missouri 63349-2336

Description
During early hours of the evening cbs tv network had obscene outfits, sexual suggestive moves, cuss words and adult material broadcast over several hours this filth. It might be ok later after 10 pm, but not at that time and that filth. How could this be ok when they are cancelling dr. seuss. This was not appropriate for that time slot on network tv. Someone needs to be fired. CBS needs to be fined.
Description
This sexually charged performance should never have been aired. It’s detrimental to all young girls and encourages nothing good. It’s detrimental to all girls, especially minorities. Insane how low the standards are.
Ticket: # 4619393 - Inappropriate tv content

Date: 3/15/2021 3:33:47 AM
City/State/Zip: La Mirada, California 90638

Description
I am appalled at what I just saw while watching the Grammys with my child. The performance with cardi b and Megan thee stallion. Was not appropriate for normal television. The clothes these women were wearing, plus the set, and the dance moves, in addition to the words being sung. Horrible. You have to be 18 to go into a strip club yet one was just provided on daytime television. Wow. If this is the direction the Grammys are going in I will no longer watch or support.
Description
I was appalled by what I witnessed on the Grammy's when Cardi B performed WAP. the FCC went after Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake for a tame incident compared to the garbage that was on the Grammy's last night. Absolutely uncalled for
I am appaulllllded at last nights TOTALLY INAPPROPRIATE AIRING OF CARY B and WAP on CBS in PRIME TIME, RAUNCHY< CRUDE< VULGAR< ! YOU allowed it on PRIME TIME for any age kids to see...... WILL NEVER AGAIN WATCH CBS..... OUTRAGED the FCC thinks this is ok to show.  Easily could have been bleeped with a feed from an interview,,,,, or better yet BLANKED OUT by the FCC... YOU SENSOR certain words yet allow this !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  PULL THEIR LISC.
Ticket: # 4619465 - WAP played on grammy's

Date: 3/15/2021 7:58:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Ar, Arkansas 72201

Description
WAP is the trashest song and not family appropriate. It should not be played on TV or Radio. This song is nasty. Please remove this song from all programming.
Are there not ANY limits of "sexual explicit" material on TV anymore? I couldn't believe my eyes on the performance of Magan/Cardi B & the profanity used by the host. I guess society has just goes down the "proverbial tubes:((" So sad & we wonder why the kids act the way they do.
Description
The performance of Cards B and Megan the Stallion was indecent and not suited for public television. A show that for years everyone could enjoy was embarrassing and caused people to turn it off or change the channel. I am shocked that CBS would allow that to be approved and shown.
Ticket: # 4619510 - The Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 8:29:57 AM
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, Texas 78011

Description
I find it highly offensive to have political, highly sexual performances. In a society of cancel culture, why is this allowed? Is it because they are black and everyone is afraid to offend them?
Description
Why was The WAP allowed to be displayed on "air" television? I do understand the WAP words were changed to Wet, Wet, Wet but the song is completely disrespectful and unacceptable and has no place on "air" television. Has "air" television now turned into trash TV? The network should be fined for allowing this behavior. This is not art. It is soft porn.
Ticket: # 4619516 - 2021 Grammy performances
Date: 3/15/2021 8:33:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Versailles, Kentucky 40383

Description
Absolutely disgusting, vulgar, trashy, sexual displays last night. The only way it wasn't possible to be considered Obscene by FCC standards is because it was considered "singing". Women in bed together in lingerie grinding on each other or women in thongs dancing while another "sings" is not meant for public television - regardless of the time of day! Extremely offensive!!! Move that trash to an adults only subscription channel.
Ticket: # 4619535 - 2021 Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 8:47:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Schenectady, New York 12304

Description
Absolutely inappropriate sexual display for prime time television.
Ticket: # 4619548 - Grammy Performances
Date: 3/15/2021 8:53:43 AM
City/State/Zip: Green Cv Spgs, Florida 32043

Description
The show is allowing indecent costumes as well as music to be played on air (yes bleeped out in most instances). While bleeped it is still known what is being said along with the actions they are performing on stage. It's disgusting, in particular the W.A.P song was horrible.
Ticket: # 4619573 - 2021 Grammy Awards

Date: 3/15/2021 9:12:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Dodd City, Texas 75438
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
The content during last nights show was disgusting and in no way glorified music. It glorified sex in very immoral ways. The music association in charge of the Grammy awards needs to take a serious moral look at what they’re allowing to be aired and the FCC guidelines should be strengthened as they appear as only a joke. That WAP performance should NEVER have been allowed on prime time viewing.....Shame!
The performance CBS allowed on national television last night was disgusting. Why was that performance okay but Pepe Le Pew is offensive?
Ticket: # 4619586 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 9:17:07 AM
City/State/Zip: Blakley, Georgia 39823

Description
CBS should been reprimanded for allowing porn on an award show. Clean up the vulgarity on television.
Ticket: # 4619596 - CBS Grammy Awards Despicable Performance

Date: 3/15/2021 9:20:17 AM
City/State/Zip: Amesbury, Massachusetts 01913

Description
While watching the Grammy Awards on LIVE tv last night there was a performance by Cardi B of her song "Wet Ass Pussy". For her to even have this as a song she performs is shameful to her but to allow a national broadcast on LIVE tv where anyone of any age could be watching along is shameful on the FCC if there aren't immediate and SIGNIFICANT penalties imposed on CBS, The Grammy's and the performer. Not only is the song offensive, degrading and nothing but filth but the imagery playing in the background along with the theatrical performance by the dancers and Cardi B herself were of such vile detail that I will not watch CBS shows or another Grammy's event again. I will hope that the FCC will show everyone that this type of performance has no place on national television and that any and all involved will receive immediate and SIGNIFICANT penalties for allowing this sewage to infiltrate the homes of unsuspecting Americans.
The Grammy Awards had that piece of trash Cardi-B on that stage having sex with another woman. Vugar! Just trash. Young kids are watching this show! Stop it! I'll boycott CBS. They are disgusting. Where are your morals? I'm done with broadcast TV. SEX and RACISM.
Ticket: # 4619650 - Grammy awards show
Date: 3/15/2021 9:47:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Mechanicsburg, Ohio 43044

Description
Could not believe what i was seeing on prime time tv last night at grammys! WaP song. Cbs grabbing for ratings! Is there any thing fcc bans? Very sad what tv has come to! Guess everyone afraid to speak up for fear of being judged racist!
Ticket: # 4619659 - CBS Grammy Hyper-Sexuality

Date: 3/15/2021 9:53:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Eaton, New York 13334

Description
Caller sent a Complaint to CBS. She watched the Grammy’s last night. The defilement of men and women. She says that the shows are pushing this hyper-sexuality. ***CTR386-phone***
Description
The performance that was allowed to be aired involving Cardi and MeghanTheStallion was offensive and highly inappropriate. It should never have been allowed on a mainstream network during primetime. The actions and words of the performers bordered on being pornographic and CBS should be held accountable.
Ticket: # 4619669 - Grammy awards 03/15/21
Date: 3/15/2021 9:57:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Brooksville, Florida 34601

Description
The performance between cardi b and Megan was completely inappropriate and strongly sexually explicit.
Ticket: # 4619685 - CBS broadcasting restricted content without warning

Date: 3/15/2021 10:01:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Jessievile, Arkansas 71949
Company Complaining About: Sudden Link

Description
I am a consumer and watched the Grammy awards on CBS last night and was appalled at the r-rated content that was being pumped into my living room with the kids watching. They did not bother to warn anyone of the content they planned to air. Please look into this please!!
Ticket: # 4619705 - Awards show

Date: 3/15/2021 10:09:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Greens Cove Springs, Florida 32043

Description
he states that he watched the awards last night and he did not agree with what he saw
I advise that he file a complaint
a complaint was filed
Description

On Sunday, March 14, 2021, CBS aired “the Grammy Awards” which featured two performers (Meg Stallion & Cardi B) mimicking masterbating and other overt sexual acts. It was gross, sexual, and highly offensive. There was no music or art involved. Pure pornography. Smut that has no business on TV. This act was so depraved, it was literally one step away from full sexual penetration - on live television!!! Unbelievable. The two whores on stage couldn’t even use the language of the filth they were spewing, “WET ASS PUSSY.” I’m so disgusted, FCC had better do its job or turn off the lights and shut down. Fine whoever is responsible and make this crap stop from being pumped into my home.
Ticket: # 4619719 - Grammy Awards 2021
Date: 3/15/2021 10:13:54 AM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78232
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Performances by Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B were vulgar, too sexually suggestive and in appropriate for TV, especially prime time globally seen. I am ashamed for these young women who believe that the WOW performance or any of their art form is what they want to be represented by. Women are attempting to gain respect in professional settings and these two ladies created performances that degrade women and men. Unacceptable in this day in time - 2021 for CBS, the Grammy’s and the FCC to allow this type of vulgarity to be produced and aired.
Ticket: # 4619724 - Grammys Porn
Date: 3/15/2021 10:14:39 AM
City/State/Zip: Overland Park, Kansas 66213

Description
Grammys, Megan Thee Stallion, Cardi, clothes, lyrics, porn, children, offensive.
Description
The rap segment featuring Cardi B during the Grammy Awards last night was lewd and disgraceful. To see such filth on CBS was shocking as I clicked past the channel. I cannot "unsee" this sexually explicit and blatantly (and intentionally) offensive content and demand the FCC take action. I ask the FCC to investigate and possibly revoke the broadcast licenses of all CBS affiliates that aired this segment or at least fine CBS and its stations for allowing such a sickening and disheartening performance to be broadcast on the PUBLIC airwaves. I did learn the word "WAP" after a Google search, so I guess it was educational! But isn't it absolutely sad that our world has come to this?!
Ticket: # 4619752 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 10:22:07 AM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32225

Description
Offensive and vulgar disgusting behavior for a show on a network. Should have been limited to cable channels only.
Description
CBS Grammy show was not a music award show as advertised. Pornography and mature language used during acts. Did not fit the age rating. Wet Ass Pussy was completely unacceptable and offensive.
Ticket: # 4619761 - CBS Grammy's
Date: 3/15/2021 10:23:43 AM
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28277
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
3/14/21 Grammy Awards program on CBS was the most disgusting program in its vulgar entirety. I can't believe it followed any decency standards.
Ticket: # 4619765 - tv content
Date: 3/15/2021 10:24:48 AM
City/State/Zip: Williamsport, Pennsylvania 17702

Description
hello./ i’d like to file a complaint over the content of last nights grammy awards ! it was
TANTAMOUNT TO SOFT PORN ! i'm referring to the 'performance by the stallion and cardi b. THE
DANCERS WORE WHAT AMOUNT TO THONGS AND SHOOK THEIR BUTTS WHILE BENDING
OVER EXPOSING THEIR CRACKS AND THEN THEY SQUATTED DOWN AND SPREAD THEIR
LEGS WIDE OPEN AND THEN SHOOK THEIR BUTTS AGAIN. CARDI B THEN DANCED ON A
STRIPPER POLE. IT WAS THE KIND OF ROUTINE I USED TO PAY TO WATCH ! definitely not
suitable for tv at a time teenagers could watch. THESE 2 'ACTS' WERE DISGUSTING ! I THINK CBS
AND THE GRAMMY ORGANIZATION SHOULD BE FINED A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT TO
DISCOURAGE SUCH TRASH IN THE FUTURE ! THANK YOU
Description
Not sure how Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B's performance was considered appropriate for broadcast television. It was obscene and disgusting.
Ticket: # 4619821 - Grammy award show
Date: 3/15/2021 10:39:29 AM
City/State/Zip: Melvindale, Michigan 48122
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Cardie B and Black Stallion porn aired on prime time and the remark Trevor Noah said before tell your small children the song is about a cat getting a bath with your tongue low class degrading
Ticket: # 4619840 - GRAMMY PERFORMANCE

Date: 3/15/2021 10:46:09 AM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78154

Description
The display last night of Cardi B and her friend during their Grammy performance was down right degrading and disgusting. What have we come to when this is "entertainment" on prime time TV. I am highly offended and mortified this was allowed.
Ticket: # 4619843 - The Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 10:46:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Poplar Grove, Arkansas 72374

Description
The inappropriate display of the WAP dance on national TV is uncalled for. My children were with me and this needs addressed! That was disgusting and very sexually inappropriate!
Ticket: # 4619851 - 2021 Grammy Award Show

Date: 3/15/2021 10:49:07 AM
City/State/Zip: Richardson, Texas 75080

Description
Cards B’s performance - WAP song... Really?
Words in the song are pornographic! Whore, kitty, wet... While dancing on a bed and striper pole is not empowerment! High school kids would be ask to leave a public school dance if they were dancing this way but a strip show act from a seedy stage in Vegas you show on National TV. What is wrong with you people!!!!!
Ticket: # 4619882 - Obscenity in Grammy's

Date: 3/15/2021 10:53:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Elk Grove, California 95624

Description
This complaint is being filed due to the broadcaster’s negligence in airing last nights Grammy performance by Megan Three Stallion, Cardi B and Megan Pete. The Grammys was broadcasted during Primetime which is family time. The episode that aired was vile, obscene and profane. The network that aired the show should be fined to the fullest extinct of the law.
Ticket: # 4619892 - Grammy award and vulgar content

Date: 3/15/2021 10:55:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Drain, Oregon 97435

Description
Cardi B was allowed to sing her hit song (who knows why it is a hit) on live television last night. The song contained words that were deemed unfit for tv, so they had to change some words in the song. My issue is that if the song is deemed to vulgar to be sung, it should not be allowed to be acted out. The action it worse than the word. How can that kind of vulgar content be allowed on live tv, especially during primetime? That was almost pure porn
Ticket: # 4619907 - Grammys disgusting performance
Date: 3/15/2021 10:59:55 AM
City/State/Zip: Pearland, Texas 77584

Description
The Grammys should be fined for allowing that disgusting performance on TV last night. Gyrating on the floor, strip pole, girl suggestive dancing- this does not belong on TV without strong rating, but it suggests at that hour and channel- that’s its safe for children to watch when it most certainly is not. It’s disgusting and needs to be labeled as such.
Description
The song WAP performed was extremely lewd, sexually graphic and obscene, and should not have been shown on prime time television, where children and youth can view it freely. At the very least, there should have been a CLEAR warning right before the performance. I will not watch the Grammy’s again after several years of disgusting and vulgar performances.
Ticket: # 4619998 - Grammy's show with Cardi B

Date: 3/15/2021 11:18:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Allentown, Pennsylvania 18104

Description
Consumer would like to file a complaint about the Grammy's.
Consumer was signing about WAP.
It was on at around 10:45 PM.
They were showing two women putting their genitalia together.
Consumer is absolutely disgusted.
Consumer left a message with CBS as well.
***CTR404-phone***
Ticket: # 4620011 - Grammy WAP performance

Date: 3/15/2021 11:21:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Highlands Ranch, Colorado 80219

Description
Hi,
The Grammy performance on March 14, 2021 between Cardi B and Megan Stallion WAP performance was obscene. The perform a "sex act" on a bed without having a viewer discretion is shameful. How this was allowed is beyond me! Young adults and children were subject to viewing this and it is not ok. This should not have been approved.
Description
She is calling about the Grammy Awards with Cardi B and Silk. She thought it was inappropriate and disgusting. It has made her not want to watch the Grammy Awards anymore in the future. As for the Country Awards they do not have bumping and grinding. It was channel 5 CBS. It also came up on her computer too.

***CTR414-phone***
Ticket: # 4620058 - Indecency

Date: 3/15/2021 11:35:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Walker, Minnesota 56484

Description
The grammy awards showing Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion basically having sex on stage to a song WAP (wet ass pussy) is beyond deplorable. This has no place on network television and should have been censored before it ever was broadcast.
Ticket: # 4620066 - CBS Grammy

Date: 3/15/2021 11:37:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Roswell, New Mexico 88201

Description
Utter disgust, girls stripping, girls in thongs, girls humping each other, showing cleavage, showing ass on prime time television in the US. FCC is suppose to sensor adult content on over the air television and fine the broadcast station for their filth. Kids were watching this. Why don't we just let our kids move to EU and watch porn on tv.
Ticket: # 4620104 - The grammys

Date: 3/15/2021 11:45:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Claremont, North Carolina 28610

Description

My family which includes my two teenaged grandsons sat down to watch the grammys. I was appalled at the lyrics that were let by, the language used, the people who were obviously intoxicated or on drugs and what really sent me over the edge was "WAP" being performed live as it was.

I know with today's culture that the country accepts more lax stuff but not all of us. I remember when you couldn't say "damn" on tv and now you allow "GD" to be said and a mess like what I saw last night to show. Please.

You are on the front line of our culture. You can set standards that need to be met like it used to be. You can fix it so our children and grandchildren do not see and hear such things. You can give us new measurements to measure up to. I explore you to please raise the standards to what they used to be.

Thank you

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 4620131 - Grammy Awards Show

Date: 3/15/2021 11:50:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Antioch, Tennessee 37013

Description
A performance on the Grammys by artists Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B was pornographic, vulgar, extremely offensive and not suitable for prime time Television. Also a remark by artist Lizzo where she used the 'N' word and "B" word addressing another artist was was extremely offensive seeing people are losing their jobs elsewhere for using the racist "N" word. Other artists glorified rioting, and arson. I would hope the FCC can do something to prevent future offensive content on this awards show in the future.
Ticket: # 4620139 - Obscene content

Date: 3/15/2021 11:53:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Clever, Missouri 65631

Description
2021 Grammys portraying sexual and explicit content between the hours of 6 a.m and 10 p.m. No warning of content for parental guidance as well. I have been offended and feel the content has caused emotional distress. The Grammys aired on CBS
Ticket: # 4620224 - 2021 Grammy's
Date: 3/15/2021 12:13:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Enid, Oklahoma 73703

Description
Last night's televised broadcast that included the performance of Cardi B and Megan the Stallion was completely inappropriate and should not have been allowed on air. It was on the bring of being soft core porn!
The Grammys content broadcasted last night (3/14/2021) on CBS was clearly a violation of the “Offensive and Indecent” rules. The FCC should not allow content like that and the Network should be reprimanded for having aired it.) on
Ticket: # 4620258 - Grammy’s 2021
Date: 3/15/2021 12:19:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Geismar, Louisiana 70734

Description
The strip show that masqueraded as an awards show on TV last night is unacceptable. It belongs on Cinemax or HBO.

They need to be fined for indecency.
Ticket: # 4620274 - Grammy award performance by Cardi B abd Megan 3/14/2021

Date: 3/15/2021 12:22:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44223

Description
Where is censorship when you need it? This performance was vulgar and offensive. In this world where everything is being identified as offensive in some way or form I cannot believe this kind of vulgarity that only has a place in strip clubs is totally unacceptable in our homes. Please do your job FCC.
Ticket: # 4620343 - Unexcusable Content

Date: 3/15/2021 12:33:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Bryant, Arkansas 72022

Description
The Grammy performance and allowance of the song WAP, standing for Wet Ass Pussy should have in NO way been allowed to air during a prime time audience. That should be regulated to expanded cable, not a channel my young children can access.
Description
Absolutely unacceptable to allow the Grammy's to air the live performance of WAP by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion. The lyrics and choreography for the live performance is shocking. If that doesn't fall under the category of X-rated television, I don't know what is.
Ticket: # 4620396 - Cardi b cbs
Date: 3/15/2021 12:41:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Jasper, Indiana 47546
Company Complaining About: CBS

Description
I am APPALLED at the fcc allowing cbs to air such trash during the Grammys. What example are you setting? Y’all want to cancel Pepe le pew yet allow untalented artists sing about their “wet ass pussy” while mimicking sex on a bed. Y’all should be ashamed of yourselves and the standard you are setting.
Dancing was disgusting - so many big jerking butts should not be part of this show
https://nypost.com/2021/03/14/cardi-b-megan-thee-stallion-perform-wap-at-2021-grammys/
Ticket: # 4620428 - Grammy awards show
Date: 3/15/2021 12:47:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Lockport, New York 14094

Description
I am not a prude at all, but was shocked when I turned the channel to the Grammy's last night around 10:00 PM. During the hop hop awards that had a performance by a "meghan the stallion" with extreme closeups of a lot of girls dancing in thongs, simulating sexual acts and twerking with a lot of shaking of some very large butts. I have seen this before but most networks have enough common sense to pan out and not show extreme closeups.
Ticket: # 4620473 - Grammy performance
Date: 3/15/2021 12:54:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Bonham, Texas 75418-3705
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I'm assuming since it actually aired the FCC is ok with CBS airing the pornographic performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion? I am NOT OK with it.
Ticket: # 4620477 - Inappropriate material on network TV

Date: 3/15/2021 12:55:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Greenfield, Wisconsin 53220

Description
When are you going to do something about the Grammys. Every year it's the same thing. Artists performing strip tease dances while half naked. Suggestive sex moves, e.g. As an example, the Cardi B and Thee Stallion crap.
Using inappropriate curse words. You are really harming children who watch these shows and doing a disservice to parent. Do your job!!
Description
The pornography performances were highly unacceptable on a broadcast tv channel CBS especially the “CardiB” performance. It was like she’s in a stripe club, between the clothing(or lack thereof), movement and lyrics. Is this really acceptable?
Description
WOW.. I am shocked. I think that the Grammy's should have more class and taste than to display a show with strippers or stripper want to be's. That was absolutely appalling and I am embarrassed to say I watched it. I really thought there were guidelines for TV. There is no way that trash can be legal for television no matter the time. Absolutely nasty and disgusting.
Ticket: # 4620539 - FCC rules for explicit sexual content

Date: 3/15/2021 1:03:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Clair Shores, Michigan 48081

Description
I am getting more and more upset about what is allowed on TV… The Grammys we’re terrible from Cardi B I don’t care if it was 10 o’clock it demoralizes women and it’s sexually explicit she should not of been allowed to choose that song and the commentators made jokes about it to downplay it. Second, the song chosen by an artist depicted the Floyd incident again inciting anger at making all cops look bad they are not all bad freedom of speech is important and issues need to be resolved but I just wanted to listen to nice musicAnd not Cardi B and her so-called freedom to express herself
Description
Grammys Broadcast

This was disgusting. Do your jobs and fine this big dollars. This goes so beyond the Super Bowl nip slip.
Ticket: # 4620554 - grammys indecency
Date: 3/15/2021 1:06:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Mechanicsville, Virginia 23111

Description
I am disgusted at the display presented on network TV for the grammys. A program that is supposed to be a general audience program has indecent and provocative, and lude acts not suitable for primetime tv. this was not a rater R show but should have been.
Description
The outfits, the song content (Wet A** P****), and the set being a bed and stripper pole, is absolutely not consistent with society values for prime time mainstream TV. It is unacceptable to have this material broadcast to children. Unacceptable.
Description
How was this allowed on prime time tv? This was so filthy, disgusting, and over the top sexual. Do you not have regulations against this??
Why did you allow this song much less the performance to be aired?

I said, certified freak
Seven days a week
Wet-ass pussy
Make that pull-out game weak, woo (ah)
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
Beat it up, nigga, catch a charge
Extra large and extra hard
Put this pussy right in your face
Swipe your nose like a credit card
Hop on top, I wanna ride
I do a kegel while it's inside
Spit in my mouth, look in my eyes
This pussy is wet, come take a dive
Tie me up like I'm surprised
Let's role play, I'll wear a disguise
I want you to park that big Mack truck
Right in this little garage
Make it cream, make me scream
Out in public, make a scene
I don't cook, I don't clean
But let me tell you how I got this ring (ayy, ayy)
Gobble me, swallow me, drip down the side of me (yeah)
Quick, jump out 'fore you let it get inside of me (yeah)
I tell him where to put it, never tell him where I'm 'bout to be
I'll run down on him 'fore I have a nigga running me (pow, pow)
Talk your shit, bite your lip (yeah)
Ask for a car while you ride that dick (while you ride that dick)
You really ain't never gotta fuck him for a thang (yeah)
He already made his mind up 'fore he came (ayy, ah)
Now get your boots and your coat (ah, ah, ah)
For this wet-ass pussy
He bought a phone just for pictures
Of this wet-ass pussy (click, click, click)
Pay my tuition just to kiss me
On this wet-ass pussy (mwah, mwah, mwah)
Now make it rain if you wanna
See some wet-ass pussy (yeah, yeah)
Look, I need a hard hitter, I need a deep stroker
I need a Henny drinker, I need a weed smoker
Not a garden snake, I need a king cobra
With a hook in it, hope it lean over
He got some money, then that's where I'm headed
Pussy A1, just like his credit
He got a beard, well, I'm tryna wet it
I let him taste it, now he diabetic
I don't wan'a spit, I wanna gulp
I wanna gag, I wanna choke
I want you to touch that lil' dangly thing
That swing in the back of my throat
My head game is fire, punani Dasani
It's going in dry and it's coming out soggy
I ride on that thang like the cops is behind me (yeah, ah)
I spit on his mic and now he tryna sign me, woo
Your honor, I'm a freak bitch, handcuffs, leashes
Switch my wig, make him feel like he cheating
Put him on his knees, give him something to believe in
Never lost a fight, but I'm looking for a beating (ah)
In the food chain, I'm the one that eat ya
If he ate my ass, he's a bottom feeder
Big D stand for big demeanor
I could make you bust before I ever meet ya
If it don't hang, then he can't bang
You can't hurt my feelings, but I like pain
If he fuck me and ask, "Whose is it?"
When I ride the dick, I'ma spell my name
Ah (whores in this house)
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
Now from the top, make it drop
That's some wet-ass pussy
Now get a bucket and a mop
That's some wet-ass pussy
I'm talking WAP, WAP, WAP
That's some wet-ass pussy
Macaroni in a pot
That's some wet-ass pussy, huh
(There's some whores in this house)
Ticket: # 4620603 - 2021 Grammy's
Date: 3/15/2021 1:13:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Hartland, Wisconsin 53029

Description
The lyrics to WAP are disgusting and not for the general audience. This should not have been allowed to be performed.
Ticket: # 4620625 - Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion performance at the Grammy’s

Date: 3/15/2021 1:18:20 PM
City/State/Zip: North Tustin, California 92705

Description
Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion performance was so repulsive and raunchy, I can’t believe it was allowed to be shown. Something needs to be done to stop this from being shown when you know pre-teens and teens are watching. These are not role models for our future generations but instead disgusting displays of grown women trying to be something. This must stop.
Ticket: # 4620626 - TV ads and programming

Date: 3/15/2021 1:18:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Bayville, New Jersey 08721

Description
I am complaining about the TV ads for women's personal products. Do we really need to see sanitary products, hear about the "gush" and witness a specific razor for pubic hair. Entirely too much information and totally shameful. In addition, so called entertainment on the Grammys should have been bleeped or shut down entirely. this is going too far
Ticket: # 4620647 - DIRECTV Indecent program airing

Date: 3/15/2021 1:22:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Detroit Lakes, Minnesota 56501

Description
Grammy Awards
A song that they sung was pornographic
They have closed captioning because her daughter and husband are hard of hearing
Said it was aired on prime time
She does not agree with this being aired on prime time
***CTR402***
Ticket: # 4620676 - WAP song and performance

Date: 3/15/2021 1:28:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Montgomery, Texas 77356

Description
Why is this song being shown and celebrated? This display, on a public award ceremony (broadcast on national television) is offensive. From the mimicking of sexual activity to the offensive lyrics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnBZLFB7kLo
Description
The telecast performance of Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B on the Grammys aired on 3/14/21 was offensive and should not have been allowed on network television. The body movements were suggestive, degrading and offensive.
Ticket: # 4620759 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 1:42:52 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78209-5913

Description
The song WAP was disgusting watching the pornographic dancing. I am appalled that the FCC would allow this kind of show on public TV! We turned the Grammys off so we did not have to watch such denigration of women doing sexual acts on TV.
How did this get past your censors?
Description
How can what went on at the Grammy awards be allowed on prime time television. It was nothing less than pure pornography. The fact that children were watching that is disgusting and even more disgusting that it was allowed to be done.
Ticket: # 4620830 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 1:58:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77007

Description
2 women dancing provocatively in little clothing and simulating sex acts on TV.
Ticket: # 4620852 - The Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 2:03:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Fairfax, Virginia 20023

Description
She disgusted concerning a song that was played called WAP Cardi B and Megan B Stallion
I will assist her in filing a complaint
Ticket: # 4620861 - Step it up

Date: 3/15/2021 2:04:09 PM

City/State/Zip: St. Joseph, Michigan 49085

Description
Please do not show inappropriate images on TV. I want to complain about the Cardi B performance in 3/14 9:00 PM EST. Our children deserve better!!
Ticket: # 4620883 - Cardi B Grammy Performance 2021

Date: 3/15/2021 2:08:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Ririe, Idaho 83443

Description
Sunday, March 14, 2021.
8pm EST / 5pm PST on CBS.

On Sunday, CBS aired a performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallons wherein they performed their song WAP live. Their performance consists of strippe attire provocative clothing/attire and simulated sexual acts on stage.

I am requesting this airing be considered by the FCC for violating your guidelines for obscene, indecent, and profane broadcasts.
Ticket: # 4620983 - Grammy performance
Date: 3/15/2021 2:27:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Altoona, Pennsylvania 16603

Description
The performance of WAP by Megan thee Stallion and Cardi B was completely beyond the standards of good taste. Bespoke the warnings of the host, it should not be necessary to lie to our children about the songs meaning. Kids today are not that stupid. This performance as completely unacceptable.
Description
The FCC should be disbanded given your total lack of enforcement of FCC guidelines. That putrid, vulgar, totally inappropriate "Grammy Show" that you allowed to air on Sunday, March 14, 2021, clearly demonstrates you have no judgement or value as to what airs over our PUBLIC airways. I know, "...just don't watch..." or "... change the channel..." but that is NOT the answer. The fact that you allowed that pornographic material to be authorized confirms your assigned task for the general public welfare is lost. By permitting that disgusting broadcast, especially during regular viewing time, it only reinforces that 'any thing goes' and you retain no moral value of any dimension!
Ticket: # 4621059 - CBS Grammy awards

Date: 3/15/2021 2:37:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Southington, Connecticut 06488

Description
The Grammy awards that aired last night on CBS 3/14/2021. How did CBS allow such Explicit sexual gestures nudity on a national network they should be heavily fined. They are corrupting children had to put my kids in the other room unacceptable please do something about this they have gone over the limit thank you very much
Ticket: # 4621088 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 2:44:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Glenford, Ohio 43739

Description
I would like to file a complaint on last nights Grammy award show. In particular the filth they proudly displayed with the song WAP. Are you seriously allowing this kind of garbage and filth to be played on network television?

Completely and totally inappropriate and obscene. All on network television for kids to see.

Please do something about this. Unless you start enforcing standards then nothing will ever change
Ticket: # 4621102 - Disgusting filth

Date: 3/15/2021 2:46:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Welsh, Louisiana 70591

Description
CBS, Grammy's, Cardi B and anyone who participated that nasty performance on prime time should be ashamed. That was disgusting. This show should’ve been on CINEMAX.
Ticket: # 4621112 - Grammys

Date: 3/15/2021 2:49:31 PM

City/State/Zip: Concord, California 94520

Company Complaining About: Wave Broadband

Description
The Grammy awards last night was way past the point of acceptable TV during primetime hours. The blatant sexual innuendos and provocative movements are just the beginning. The fact that CBS would allow little girls to watch the sexualization of women during the month that we are supposed to celebrate woman is completely hypocritical.
Ticket: # 4621117 - grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 2:50:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Danville, California 94526

Description
Why were bare backends, womens crouches, etc. allowed during primetime hours? 7 pm on a Sunday night, don't care if its the Grammys or Oscars, the lack of clothing, everyone is saying porn, should not be allowed until after 10.
Ticket: # 4621144 - Cardi B 2021 Grammy Performance

**Date:** 3/15/2021 2:54:34 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Royal Oak, Michigan 48073

**Description**
Remove it from TV and provide better sensorship for young teenagers. It is NOT ok to celebrate a vagina like that.
Ticket: # 4621169 - Grammy Awards  
Date: 3/15/2021 2:59:18 PM  
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, North Carolina 28546

Description

A borderline X-rated Grammy Awards should not have been allowed on PUBLIC television. You sensor everything but you cannot sensor the filth that was aired for anyone to see turning on the TV last night. The song lyrics should have been warning enough for them.
Ticket: # 4621235 - Trash grammies

Date: 3/15/2021 3:10:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Louisville, Kentucky 40205

Description
Fine CBS!!!!Grammies were porn!!! Disgusting for tv
Ticket: # 4621244 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 3:11:32 PM
City/State/Zip: La Mesa, California 91942

Description
The raunchy performance by Cardi and Megan was absolutely disgusting and inappropriate for prime time television. I was appalled at the performance that was shown. How many preteens and even teens witnessed the repulsive sexual theme that was shown.
Please do something to prevent this from ever happening again.
CBS should be given a hefty fine!!!
Ticket: # 4621258 - Grammy Performance of Cardi B on CBS
Date: 3/15/2021 3:13:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Hurricane, West Virginia 25526

Description
The performance that CBS chose to air of Cardi B performing "WAP" was exceptionally inappropriate for broadcast tv. How can a network think that it is ok to perform and broadcast this?
Ticket: # 4621324 - Double Standards in Entertainment
Date: 3/15/2021 3:23:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Altamonte Springs, Florida 32714

Description
How can a cartoon Skunk be banned from being viewed, yet we are subjected to music videos that depict women as whores. The song WAP won awards at the Grammys last night, yet you ban a skunk? Time to cancel them.
Description
Don't allow performers to show their naked body during the show. We could see a performer's entire but b/c she was not told she had to wear pants or a dress. She was aloud to perform in a thong and that should have been stopped.
Ticket: # 4621358 - Nudity on Grammy - CBS

Date: 3/15/2021 3:30:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Cleveland, Texas 77327

Description
Caller felt that the Grammy awards promoted nudity and was not something that should have been seen on a TV show during a time that Children could have watched. ***CTR386-phone***
Ticket: # 4621368 - Grammy performance of indecent subject material

Date: 3/15/2021 3:32:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Daphne, Alabama 36526

Description
It is unbelievable that the Cardi B performance was allowed to be broadcast on Sunday March 14, 2021. The subject matter is not appropriate for network television that could potentially have an audience under 14 years old.
Ticket: # 4621379 - Grammy's Cardi B
Date: 3/15/2021 3:34:03 PM
City/State/Zip: La, California 90004

Description
The WAP performance was so beyond the scope of good taste. I have a hard time imagining even MTV airing that, much less a broadcast network on a Sunday during family hour (on the West Coast).
Ticket: # 4621431 - Disgusting inappropriate content on CBS Grammy program

Date: 3/15/2021 3:46:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Ohio 45503

Description
The performance of WAP is unacceptable on any Prime time network. Also the lewd costumes should never be permitted where a child could freely tune in and see it. Why was this smut permitted to air?
Ticket: # 4621512 - Grammys WAP PERFORMANCE
Date: 3/15/2021 3:56:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Munster, Indiana 46321

Description
This so called WAP performance was disgusting and should not have been allowed I have young kids that didn't need to be subjected to that type of garbage. It was appalling.
Ticket: # 4621524 - CBS Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 3:58:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Village Of Lakewood, Illinois 60014

Description
How in the world was the smut and filth from the Grammy Awards acceptable for national primetime viewing? It was pornographic and disrespectful to all women. Women are not toys that can be leered at, and unfortunately these artists fell prey when writing and performing such obscene and foul “music”. My teenage daughter was watching and we had to turn the channel. How is this acceptable content? CBS should be ashamed that they choose money over family values.
Ticket: # 4621527 - Inappropriate TV content
Date: 3/15/2021 3:58:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Rochester, New York 29054

Description
Consumer is very unhappy with the programming on the Grammys that was broadcast last evening.

Consumer wanted to file a complaint about the performances that she considered X-rated.

Consumer thought it was degrading to woman and especially women of color. ***CTR412-phone***
Ticket: # 4621562 - Complaint CBS
Date: 3/15/2021 4:04:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Dupont, Washington 98327

Description
The Grammys that was screened last night was beyond disgusting! Cheeks needs to be FIRED! My young teenage girls watched that crap and I only found out about the content of it this morning, as we did not watch! I AM PISSED! HOW IS "WET ASS PUSSY" AND DANCING SMACKING YOUR PUSSY ACCEPTABLE? HOW ARE TWO FEMALES BUMPING THEIR ASS AND PUSSYS TOGETHER ANYWHERE ACCEPTABLE? CHEEKS IS A COMPLETE DOUCHE, DISGUSTING HAVING THIS ON PRIMETIME. IT WAS LIKE WATCHING TWO WHORES IN THE STRIP CLUB BUT, CBS MADE THAT AVAILABLE TO UNDERAGE CHILDREN!...CBS NEEDS TO BE SUED TO INCLUDE CHEEKS PERSONALLY SUED FOR PERMITTING THAT TRASH TO GO INFRONT OF CHILDREN! I HOPE THE FCC TAKES ACTION BECAUSE I KNOW THERE WILL MANY COMPLAINTS! IF THESE COMPLAINTS ARE NOT TAKEN SERIOUSLY I THINK MANY OF US WOULD BE HAVING TO ASK WHY!
Ticket: # 4621614 - Grammy's Performance
Date: 3/15/2021 4:11:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Yorktown, Virginia 23692

Description
It was the performance by Cardi B. She is singing her song which is WAP. Her and another female simulated sex on top of each other. They simulated sex on network tv in the middle of the Grammy's. The lyrics that were sang were disrupting. It is an entire song about very graphic sex act. Besides a side joke by the person introducing the was no forwarning for kids not to see this. ***CTR98-phone***
Ticket: # 4621646 - 2021 Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 4:16:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Butte, Montana 59701

Description
Since when is it ok for anyone to display publicly on TV acts of fornication even fully dressed?????
Who allowed this disgusting matter on air???? This in reference to Cardi B's performance
Ticket: # 4621647 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 4:16:13 PM
City/State/Zip: St Charles, Missouri 63301

Description
There needs to be censorship on TV, the Grammys were a horrible depiction of woman. Cardi B in particular, her performance was like a stripper act for everyone to watch. I thought CBS had more class than that. Trevor Noah raving about how he's waited his whole life for that sends the wrong message to the younger generation of girls watching....
Ticket: # 4621684 - 2021 Grammy’s

Date: 3/15/2021 4:22:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Jane Lew, West Virginia 26378

Description

2021 Grammy’s, Really!! Inappropriate!! Vulgar!! Complete and total violation of FCC rules!! Why wasn’t that taken off the air, immediately!!
Ticket: # 4621690 - Grammys - indecent and offensive material

Date: 3/15/2021 4:23:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98126

Description
I do not enjoy raps about cop killing people, or the assumption of cops killing innocent people, nor do I appreciate the blatant sexual acts by Cardi B. Too disgusting for words.
Ticket: # 4621698 - WAP Grammy Performance

Date: 3/15/2021 4:26:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Tipp City, Ohio 45371

Description
It is reprehensible that the CBS and the Grammy’s allowed something that resembled a pornographic, XXX strip club performance by Cardi B on prime time television. I am disgusted and disappointed with how low our culture and entertainment standards have plummeted. It’s a shame an awards show is so sexualized and unfriendly to family viewing. If this is the extent of talent we have and the level we have sank to for entertainment, I will never watch another Grammy Award show again. You have a responsibility to protect children, adolescents, and teens and it’s clear you failed last night.
Ticket: # 4621702 - Grammy show
Date: 3/15/2021 4:28:09 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78283

Description
Showing WAP, censored or not was inexcusable. This was filth, promoting promiscuity, and was as lewd a presentation as I have ever witnessed. This should not have been shown on television. And host Trevor Noah telling people to explain to their children it was about washing a cat? He needs to be off the air.
Ticket: # 4621820 - Grammy's 2021, Cardi B performance

Date: 3/15/2021 4:50:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37128

Description
The dance performed by artist Cardi B was inappropriate for Family TV and the general public viewing. The American Public is continually being battered by lifestyle's that need to stay private within their home.
It was nothing less than sexual performance.
To solve the problem would be better restrictions from the Grammy's Board Members. Sensitivity and tighter censorship from CBS
I am greatly disappointed with the actions and performance of these desperate rappers. Performing sex like acts on the grammys isn't very appropriate for my 14 year old son to see. CBS and many other like stations have zero standards for our young children. I am not always around to monitor this. I would be glad if acts like this would not appear on my paid television. I will be shutting the entire thing off. Having giving my son access to Roku only so i can be in control
Description
Below is a song that aired on the Grammy’s by Cardi B. The words are horrible for Prime Time on local station on a Sunday night. Just as bad was the performance which lasted several minutes. She just put actions to the words. I was not watching the show, but I had my granddaughters spending the nite and they had it on. I was keeping an eye on the situation because I had heard that Cardi B was not kid friendly. The only place that should have aired was a porn channel with lots of warnings that it was XXX. I am so disappointed in CBS, but also with the FCC. We need someone to keep the regulations of the FCC enforced.

B
 I said, certified freak
 Seven days a week
 Wet-ass pussy
 Make that pull-out game weak, woo (ah)
 Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
 Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy
 Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy
 Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
 Beat it up, nigga, catch a charge
 Extra large and extra hard
 Put this pussy right in your face
 Swipe your nose like a credit card
 Hop on top, I wanna ride
 I do a kegel while it's inside
 Spit in my mouth, look in my eyes
 This pussy is wet, come take a dive
 Tie me up like I'm surprised
 Let's role play, I'll wear a disguise
 I want you to park that big Mack truck
 Right in this little garage
 Make it cream, make me scream
 Out in public, make a scene
 I don't cook, I don't clean
 But let me tell you how I got this ring (ayy, ayy)
 Gobble me, swallow me, drip down the side of me (yeah)
 Quick, jump out 'fore you let it get inside of me (yeah)
 I tell him where to put it, never tell him where I'm 'bout to be
 I'll run down on him 'fore I have a nigga running me (pow, pow)
 Talk your shit, bite your lip (yeah)
 Ask for a car while you ride that dick (while you ride that dick)
 You really ain't never gotta fuck him for a thang (yeah)
 He already made his mind up 'fore he came (ayy, ah)
Now get your boots and your coat (ah, ah, ah)
For this wet-ass pussy
He bought a phone just for pictures
Of this wet-ass pussy (click, click, click)
Pay my tuition just to kiss me
On this wet-ass pussy (mwah, mwah, mwah)
Now make it rain if you wanna
See some wet-ass pussy (yeah, yeah)
Look, I need a hard hitter, I need a deep stroker
I need a Henny drinker, I need a weed smoker
Not a garden snake, I need a king cobra
With a hook in it, hope it lean over
He got some money, then that's where I'm headed
Pussy A1, just like his credit
He got a beard, well, I'm tryna wet it
I let him taste it, now he diabetic
I don't wanna spit, I wanna gulp
I wanna gag, I wanna choke
I want you to touch that lil' dangly thing
That swing in the back of my throat
My head game is fire, punani Dasani
It's going in dry and it's coming out soggy
I ride on that thang like the cops is behind me (yeah, ah)
I spit on his mic and now he tryna sign me, woo
Your honor, I'm a freak bitch, handcuffs, leashes
Switch my wig, make him feel like he cheating
Put him on his knees, give him something to believe in
Never lost a fight, but I'm looking for a beating (ah)
In the food chain, I'm the one that eat ya
If he ate my ass, he's a bottom feeder
Big D stand for big demeanor
I could make you bust before I ever meet ya
If it don't hang, then he can't bang
You can't hurt my feelings, but I like pain
If he fuck me and ask, "Whose is it?"
When I ride the dick, I'ma spell my name
Ah (whores in this house)
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
Now from the top, make it drop
That's some wet-ass pussy
Now get a bucket and a mop
That's some wet-ass pussy
I'm talking WAP, WAP, WAP
That's some wet-ass pussy
Macaroni in a pot
That's some wet-ass pussy, huh
(There's some whores in this house)
(There's some whores in this house)
Ticket: # 4621930 - Grammys - WAP Silk Sonic's
Date: 3/15/2021 5:08:35 PM
City/State/Zip: St George, Utah 84791

Description
I'm filing a formal complaint so I can add my voice to the thousands of others who also file a complaint against what can only be called a Pornographic broadcast during the WAP Silk Sonic's song at last nights Grammys. If the FCC's mission is to protect the young and most innocent among us (our children), action must be taken against CBS and the Grammys. An example MUST be made if our children have any hope of being able to watch TV in which they are not exposed and taught that this Pornographic, Indecent behavior is "normal" and acceptable in our society. The lyrics alone should have banned it from broadcast television. When you add in two women performing live simulated sexual acts on live TV, it's beyonds belief!
Ticket: # 4621964 - WAP Cardio B Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 5:15:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Eastlake, Ohio 44095

Description
Highly Sexual content when Cardi B performed "Wet Ass Pussy" on primete TV.
Ticket: # 4621966 - Megan and CardieB performance @Grammys

Date: 3/15/2021 5:16:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Greenwood, South Carolina 29649
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I want to voice a complaint about the Megan and Cardie B performance last night on CBS during the Grammy performance. It was vulgar and there was no warning of the content - It was on at 10pm in South Carolina and I'm sure plenty of under age children and teenagers were viewing it. The costumes, dance moves, and lyrics were too much for the general public - without a proper warning. I could go on and on! I have no political or religious stand to promote. I am a woman, daughter, sister, mother, aunt and a long time TEACHER of young children who does not appreciate women being portrayed this way on a regular basis. You are desensitizing people by showing it in a surprise uncensored approach. You could have put a warning up- but I'm sure your performers wouldn't have participated. I'm sure you all made LOTS of money! Shame on you!
Ticket: # 4621987 - Spectrum TV Indecency Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 5:20:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Rolesville, North Carolina 27501

Description
Spectrum is her carrier

TV Indecency on the grammys on Channel 17 on CBS.

The show was from 8-11.

Very poor language and the actions

Wearing G Strings and the nudity

Resolution:

She doesn't think they should use these words, or the actions.

***CTR394-phone***
Ticket: # 4622004 - WAP Emmy awards Cardi B performance

Date: 3/15/2021 5:23:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Eastlake, Ohio 44095

Description
Way over sexualized performance on national primetime TV. While talking about a gushing pussy. The word was censored but everyone knows what it means. Wet ass pussy, really. Women near having sex on stage
CBS should never have allowed Cardi B to perform a porn performance on the 2021 Grammy Award show. CBS and Cardi B are an insult to the female gender.
Description
Seriously!!! Cardi B singing Wet Ass Pussy on prime time are you really that stupid?
It's no wonder nobody watches these pat each other on the back, self serving, pointless award shows. What's next video clips from pornhub? Unbelievable!!
Ticket: # 4622046 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 5:31:08 PM
City/State/Zip: St. Louis, Missouri 63126

Description
The grammys performance WAP (yes tjat is wet ass pussy)
Ticket: # 4622061 - Grammy performance

Date: 3/15/2021 5:38:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Stevensville, Michigan 49127
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The WAP performance at the Grammys was not appropriate for children and shouldn't have been aired.
Ticket: # 4622077 - Grammys 2021
Date: 3/15/2021 5:41:27 PM
City/State/Zip: West Point, Indiana 47992

Description
Why in God's name do you allow this type of programming...and during primetime! Megan the stallion and Cardi B should be banned from TV - their "performance" was nothing but trash and soft-porn! Shame on FCC, CBS, and the Grammy's for allowing this type of programming.
Description
It was absolutely abhorrent to see the cardi b performance. The young children watching her perform on live TV was absolutely disgusting. This should be removed and sensored so that little kids can't see this disgusting behavior.
Ticket: # 4622129 - Obscene language broadcast on CBS during the Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 5:56:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Laguna Hills, California 92653

Description
Lyrics to WAP are obscene and had no place being sung on primetime, network tv. Doesn't matter if the song is "popular" or not. It is obscene. Lyrics follow:

I said, certified freak
Seven days a week
Wet-ass pussy
Make that pull-out game weak, woo (ah)
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
Beat it up, nigga, catch a charge
Extra large and extra hard
Put this pussy right in your face
Swipe your nose like a credit card
Hop on top, I wanna ride
I do a kegel while it's inside
Spit in my mouth, look in my eyes
This pussy is wet, come take a dive
Tie me up like I'm surprised
Let's role play, I'll wear a disguise
I want you to park that big Mack truck
Right in this little garage
Make it cream, make me scream
Out in public, make a scene
I don't cook, I don't clean
But let me tell you how I got this ring (ayy, ayy)
Gobble me, swallow me, drip down the side of me (yeah)
Quick, jump out 'fore you let it get inside of me (yeah)
I tell him where to put it, never tell him where I'm 'bout to be
I'll run down on him 'fore I have a nigga running me (pow, pow)
Talk your shit, bite your lip (yeah)
Ask for a car while you ride that dick (while you ride that dick)
You really ain't never gotta fuck him for a thang (yeah)
He already made his mind up 'fore he came (ayy, ah)
Now get your boots and your coat (ah, ah, ah)
For this wet-ass pussy
He bought a phone just for pictures
Of this wet-ass pussy (click, click, click)
Pay my tuition just to kiss me
On this wet-ass pussy (mwah, mwah, mwah)
Now make it rain if you wanna
See some wet-ass pussy (yeah, yeah)
Look, I need a hard hitter, I need a deep stroker
I need a Henny drinker, I need a weed smoker
Not a garden snake, I need a king cobra
With a hook in it, hope it lean over
He got some money, then that's where I'm headed
Pussy A1, just like his credit
He got a beard, well, I'm tryna wet it
I let him taste it, now he diabetic
I don't wanna spit, I wanna gulp
I wanna gag, I wanna choke
I want you to touch that lil' dangly thing
That swing in the back of my throat
My head game is fire, punani Dasani
It's going in dry and it's coming out soggy
I ride on that thang like the cops is behind me (yeah, ah)
I spit on his mic and now he tryna sign me, woo
Your honor, I'm a freak bitch, handcuffs, leashes
Switch my wig, make him feel like he cheating
Put him on his knees, give him something to believe in
Never lost a fight, but I'm looking for a beating (ah)
In the food chain, I'm the one that eat ya
If he ate my ass, he's a bottom feeder
Big D stand for big demeanor
I could make you bust before I ever meet ya
If it don't hang, then he can't bang
You can't hurt my feelings, but I like pain
If he fuck me and ask, "Whose is it?"
When I ride the dick, I'ma spell my name
Ah (whores in this house)
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
Now from the top, make it drop
That's some wet-ass pussy
Now get a bucket and a mop
That's some wet-ass pussy
I'm talking WAP, WAP, WAP
That's some wet-ass pussy
Macaroni in a pot
That's some wet-ass pussy, huh
(There's some whores in this house)
(There's some whores in this house)
Ticket: # 4622131 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 5:56:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Lavista, Nebraska 68128

Description
The performance the Grammys allowed to be put on television was not something I would ever want a child to watch. CBS should be fined and ashamed of themselves for showing WAP on public television.
Ticket: # 4622164 - CBS Grammy Awards show
Date: 3/15/2021 6:06:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Norfolk, Nebraska 68701

Description
The vile, disgusting performance by Cardi B. and Megan Thee Stallion has no place on free prime time television. How does CBS get away with broadcasting the Grammy Awards with this trash, but Dr. Seuss books can be cancelled? I would like to see them pay for their mistake.
Ticket: #4622179 - CBS and The Grammy Awards show

Date: 3/15/2021 6:10:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Hope Mills, North Carolina 28348

Description
Many of the performances were inappropriate for prime time TV. Too much adult content and sexual situations were displayed on screen.
Ticket: # 4622204 - CardinB Grammy Performance
Date: 3/15/2021 6:13:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Highlands Ranch, Colorado 80126

Description
Where on earth are your censors. Why are you allowing pornographic smut to air on prime time TV? This is despicable. Have you read the lyrics to Cardi B's songs? Do you wonder why morality has suffered in our country, why we see rape, teen pregnancy, etc. And it is in large part due to you for airing things like this. You make me sick! I will not watch or support your station given you are promoting and allowing this type of trash on TV.
Ticket: # 4622260 - Cardi B performance at Grammys

Date: 3/15/2021 6:24:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85044

Description
Her performance was disgusting and not at all acceptable for an awards program that is widely watched. There should be standard and levels of censorship that prevents this kind of outrage. That should never have happened on the Grammys and it reflects badly on the entire music industry.
Ticket: # 4622291 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 6:30:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Bellflower, California 90706

Description
Boundaries were broken during Grammys show which aired on regular tv
Ticket: # 4622315 - CardiB the Grammys

Date: 3/15/2021 6:33:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77079

Description

How is that performance by CardiB allowed? It was pornography and should not be allowed. Everyone involved should be fined and banned from television. Disgusting!
Ticket: # 4622347 - Lewdness and extreme sexual behavior during primetime hours

Date: 3/15/2021 6:41:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Plum, Texas 78952
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
Cardi B’s performance of WAP during the Grammy’s on CBS
Ticket: # 4622375 - Grammy awards
Date: 3/15/2021 6:52:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Kelso, Missouri 63758

Description
The performances on the Grammies this weekend were extremely obscene. Doesn't this violate FCC rules? That type of “entertainment” must be stopped.
Description
The Grammy performances were absolutely reprehensible. Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion should face fines for their pornographic performance. The station and the Grammys should as well. Unbelievable filth.
Description
Cardi B’s song “WAP” was disgusting and why isn't the FCC doing it’s job ?!! This should never have been aired and is another example of America’s moral slide. DO YOUR JOBS !! And don't think by making this form long and arduous that it will deter complaints.
Ticket: # 4622451 - grammy award show on CBS
Date: 3/15/2021 7:10:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Willow Spring, North Carolina 27592

Description
disgusting sexually implicit content portrayed on the grammy show - the WAP performance should not be aired - we are censoring cartoons, dr seus - but not that trash- our girls do not need this type of show for role models
Ticket: # 4622488 - Grammy Awards vulgarity

Date: 3/15/2021 7:20:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Charleston, West Virginia 25302

Description
What a bad show to bring to TV, I have seen pay per view shows that dont show that much skin, Not to mention the suggestive posturing of females humping each other and everything, fringing on poles and each other, Nasty not fit for TV. Then the violence with the Cop shooting the black guy, this shit needs to be censored, and you talk shit about Dr, Suise..
Cardi B performance was disgusting, morally wrong and insulting.
Ticket: # 4622507 - Grammy Awards show

Date: 3/15/2021 7:24:06 PM
City/State/Zip: El Cajon, California 92019

Description
Please keep smut like "Wet Ass Pussy", performed by Cardi B and Meghan Thee Stallion off of public airwaves. I have young children and I would prefer not to have to explain what "wet ass pussy" is during a prime time televised "family friendly" show.

Perhaps the grammys should be moved to showtime after dark or Cinemax.

I am completely disgusted.
Ticket: # 4622512 - Grammy awards
Date: 3/15/2021 7:24:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Gomer, Ohio 45809

Description
The show should have had parental warnings or blocked out some acts. totally overt sexual performances, ass showing as well as dry humping.
. terrible show...not sure what you can do except perhaps fine them for lewdness in early evening.
Description
We were extremely disgusted with one specific performance on the Grammy Awards last night that was so offensive it should have been allowed on regular TV at that hour. The simulated, grinding sexual displays have no place on the public airwaves. This is not art it is porn.
Ticket: # 4622548 - Grammy award show (surprise)

Date: 3/15/2021 7:36:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Forney, Texas 75126

Description
If there truly is any desire on the part of the FCC to ensure safe viewing for all during prime time hours, then you must step up and ensure that CBS’ presentation of the Grammy awards last night faces discipline for its lewd performance by two women (Cardi B/Meagan). No excuse, no justification for that.
Ticket: # 4622600 - Grammy Awards show in March 14, 2021

Date: 3/15/2021 7:53:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Bixby, Oklahoma 74008
Company Complaining About: Antenna

Description
When is the FCC goin to start doing their job? Stop these indecent shows of so called “dancer” twerking and dancing on stripper poles on live TV events. Didn’t you learn anything from the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show?
Ticket: # 4622617 - Pornographic Song Lyrics and Dancing on Primetime TV
Date: 3/15/2021 7:57:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Shawnee, Kansas 66203

Description
why is it ok for black artists to continue with using the "N" word... double standards as it can't be both ways... If any other race used the N word, they would be banned! I was appalled watching the Grammy's. The fact that Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B were awarded for pornographic performances in addition to songs that contained foul language and sexual suggestions. Lady Gaga and Grande dancing in lewd costumes with knives raining out of the sky stabbing them in their thighs with blood oozing out was disgusting. I'm sick of witnessing these artists shaking their butts, dressing 1/2 naked, showing crotch shots and acting like they're engaging in sex with the stage floor is abhorrent. This is not good television and definitely is not entertaining when award shows and sitcoms can't be creative and can only allude to "sexual behavior" STOP IT!
Ticket: # 4622619 - Music award show on CBS  
Date: 3/15/2021 7:57:28 PM  
City/State/Zip: Owasso, Oklahoma 74056

Description  
This was disgusting. Everyone is talking about how raunchy this was. Cannot believe it was on TV prime time or any time.  
Song sung by Cardi B while in bed and on a stripper pole.
Ticket: # 4622630 - CBS broadcast of "The Grammy's"

Date: 3/15/2021 8:05:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Penn Hills, Pennsylvania 15235

Description
To permit a song performed on TV called "Wet Ass Pussy" is highly offensive and this needs to be addressed by your office.
Ticket: # 4622644 - Grammy’s needs to be censored

Date: 3/15/2021 8:18:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Collierville, Tennessee 38017

Description
Grammy’s was absolute filth and nothing about that was award winning. Shameful it was aired during prime time when kids can watch. This is what should be censored. I want to see action taken.
Cardi B simulated an obscene sex act on regular television. Children were awake and saw this perversion.
Ticket: # 4622680 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 8:34:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Fountain, North Carolina 27829

Description
The performance by Cardi B. and Megan Three Stallions was vulgar and suggestive. They exposed their rear ends and performed mock sex acts with each other. The lyrics to their "music" used profanity, lewd language and the "N" word. I have never seen anything so disgusting and gross on television. Totally nasty.
Ticket: # 4622690 - Obscene lyrics

Date: 3/15/2021 8:35:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Rockville, Maryland 20853

Description
The Cardi B/Megan Thee Stallion performance of WAP was obscene. Read the lyrics for yourself. This should not have been shown on national television at any hour.
Ticket: # 4622694 - GRAMMYS

Date: 3/15/2021 8:36:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas 72076

Description
The Grammys were dispicable. Why anyone wants to put that kind of filth out there for people of all ages (especially our children) to watch is beyond me. Please prevent this type of lewd behavior from being shown on TV in the future. America does not want to see it. Thank you.
Description
CBS should be ashamed and take responsibility for allowing nudity, use of N word, very profane language, and porn like performances on prime time TV and supposedly a family friendly awards show. Their was no warning prior to several performances of their graphic nature. From an industry that claims to promote women and fight for their right to be seen as more than sex objects you just set us back 20 years by allowing these so called artist to simulate sexual positions with minimal clothing. Does CBS not have any morals, ethics or feel any responsibility that children were exposed to what I can only describe as a performance only worthy of a strip club stage. Children watch these shows because they love music and some are aspiring artist, I surely hope our young women don’t take away that they need to show their body to be noticed, that is not talent. Again, if CBS is going to allow such performances their needs to be a warning and not aired before 10pm.
Ticket: # 4622726 - Grammys obscene content

Date: 3/15/2021 8:42:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Winterset, Iowa 50273

Description
Please review the content of the Grammys and lyrics of WAP. Very inappropriate and should not be allowed for children to view
Ticket: # 4622734 - The inappropriate TV show

Date: 3/15/2021 8:46:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Corinth, Texas 76210

Description
On Sunday March 14th CBS should of used better judgment on what they showed on the Grammy’s with the performance of Cardi B & Megan Thee Stallion, very inappropriate. Girl on girl just trashy and should not be on TV.
Ticket: # 4622750 - Grammys Broadcast 14 March 2021
Date: 3/15/2021 8:53:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Ottawa, New York 17585

Description
I was appalled and offended to see the explicitly sexual nature of a performance by “Cardi B” on last night’s broadcast of the Grammys on CBS.
Ticket: # 4622758 - Indecent
Date: 3/15/2021 8:55:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Port Angeles, Washington 98362

Description
The Grammy awards on March 14, 2021 on CBS from 5pm-8pm. This was on at the family hour and the WAP song by Cardi b and Megan the stallion was something that should have been rated R.
Ticket: # 4622761 - Grammy's Cardi B Performance Offensive
Date: 3/15/2021 8:56:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Largo, Florida 33771
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
How is watching a sexually charged strip show with a giant stripper show while singing "Wet ass pussy" acceptable? This is disgusting.
Ticket: # 4622770 - Grammy's
Date: 3/15/2021 8:58:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Homosassa, Florida 34448
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
It was the most disgusting show how can anyone let that go, what does the celebrity in charge today. they can do anything they want?
Ticket: # 4622776 - Grammy performance of Cardi B.

Date: 3/15/2021 8:59:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Cranston, Rhode Island 02921

Description
CBS should be fined for allowing the filthy performance of Cardi B and Megan stallion. No amount of bleeping made that any less disgusting. I’ll never watch the Grammys again.
Ticket: # 4622792 - Grammy Awards Show 3/14/21 CBS
Date: 3/15/2021 9:07:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Laurel Springs, New Jersey 08021
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Sexually explicit content. During prime time. On a national and global level.
Ticket: # 4622795 - Improper display of sexual action in dance routine

Date: 3/15/2021 9:07:39 PM  
City/State/Zip: Henderson, Nevada 89052  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description  
Grammy on cbs. Dancers are bumping and grinding humping each other. Song WEP is should be considered pornography and warning should be issued before broadcast..this is in very bad taste and should be illegal.
Ticket: # 4622806 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 9:12:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37129

Description
Grammy Awards last night were obscene and nothing kids need to be preved to.
Unbelievably lewd and disgusting performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion during the Grammy Awards Show. I am outraged and appalled that this was thought to be appropriate for primetime broadcast TV.
Description
I felt like I was at a strip club watching some of the female performers twerking and dancing to very offensive lyrics while they were half naked. This is prime time tv people. My kids were watching!!
Ticket: # 4622833 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 9:22:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Westerville, Ohio 43081

Description
Obscenity on the Grammy Awards.
Graphic lewd and sexual activity
Obscene lyrics
Prime Time on network television
Ticket: # 4622839 - TV Grammy Awards obscenity
Date: 3/15/2021 9:26:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Seal Beach, California 90740

Description
Cardi B song WAP and debauchery onstage at the Grammy Awards TV show was a disgusting abuse of TV obscenity guidelines.
Ticket: # 4622852 - Grammy award show

Date: 3/15/2021 9:29:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Fairdale, Kentucky 40118

Description
This WAP SONG along with the slutty moves was disgusting and should not have not been allowed to air in prime time. Doesn't matter if they issued a warning. Shame on CBS and FCC for allowing it. Degrading to women. Total DISRESPECT for the FAMILIES who were watching. CBS and the stripper (cardi b) should be fined!
Description
Shame on CBS for airing the distasteful, vulgar, COMPLETELY over sexualized performances on Sunday's Grammy's. A show that is supposed to be family friendly (being that it aired during prime time hours) turned out to be a disappointing to say the least! What an inappropriate way to portray "empowered women." Please make sure these shows are waaaay more sensored in the future.
Ticket: # 4622859 - Obscene content on tv
Date: 3/15/2021 9:31:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Tallahassee, Florida 32303

Description
The performance on the Grammys on CBS on Sunday 3/14/21 showed 2 mostly naked women on a giant bed acting out sex acts. Certainly not appropriate for prime time TV. CBS should have more respect for their audience and the female performers than that.
Ticket: # 4622861 - Grammy's 2021 - indecent material for family showing time

Date: 3/15/2021 9:32:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Thousand Oaks, California 91362

Description
Highly inappropriate segments shown on the Grammy's. I was mortified watching with my daughters. Sexual simulations, inappropriate language and inferences, degrading of women, the list goes on. How sad that we cannot watch an awards show together as a family. Disgusting. How was this allowed to be broadcasted? Shameful and its the FCC’s responsibility to insure networks are staying within the appropriate guidelines and not bringing smut into our living rooms by unsuspecting families.
Ticket: # 4622864 - The obscene Grammys plus your form sucks. Why am I forced to
us a form that does not apply to my issue
Date: 3/15/2021 9:32:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32217
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
I am appalled at a video I just saw a Cardi B and Meagan Thee Stallion performance on the
Grammys 3/14/21. Why is CBS allowed to show these two women simulate masterbation and sex in
front of the whole world to Cardi B’s pornographic song WAP. CBS and the Grammy producers
should have the book should be fined.
Description
Obscene and pornographic content was shown on the prime time Grammy awards. CBS and the Grammys should be sited for airing such material.
Ticket: # 4622867 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 9:34:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Collierville, Tennessee 38017

Description
I can't believe that TRASH is allowed on TV. I can't even allow my children to watch regular tv bc of what they will be exposed to. People confused about what they are, inappropriate outfits, disgusting words and dancing. Please listen to the more conservative viewers and get rid of this garbage.
Ticket: # 4622874 - The Grammys/Cardi B

Date: 3/15/2021 9:39:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Euclid, Ohio 44132

Description
Disgusting vile song WAP and visuals.
Ticket: # 4622876 - Offensive content
Date: 3/15/2021 9:39:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Phenix City, Alabama 36867

Description
Content aired during the Grammy Award ceremony on CBS last night, March 14, 2021, was horribly offensive. In particular, the performance by the artist Cardi B included simulated sex by two women who were barely clothes.
Ticket: # 4622890 - pornography on cbs grammy awards

Date: 3/15/2021 9:46:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Munster, Indiana 46321

Description
performances on the grammys that aired during primetime in cbs on 03/14 were thinly veiled pornography. to allow such a disgusting display of half-nakedness, bare ass cheeks, and dancing worthy of a strip club to air at a time when children could be watching is despicable
Ticket: # 4622892 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 9:48:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37129

Description
I am absolutely baffled that WAP, an absolutely appalling song, would be allowed to be broadcast on live TV with stripper pole, profanity, nudity, and vulgar dancing.
Ticket: # 4622906 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 9:55:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Chandler, Arizona 85226

Description
To allow the performance of Cardi B and Megan the Stallion to perform WAP song live on network television is very inappropriate lyrics.
Ticket: # 4622923 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 10:01:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37129
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The Grammy Awards show should not be a television show I have to not allow my kids to watch. Cardi B should be banned from any future awards show! Her performance was highly inappropriate and indecent, plus the lyrics of her song should not be able to be played on a public format especially if the cd has a warning for explicit content. If it doesn’t, it should have. The overall dress code for this awards show and it’s content should not be shown on a public tv station. If it has to be aired, it needs to be on HBO or one of those channels where my child cannot happen upon it! They should be ashamed of themselves! Disgusting!
Description
There's no way last night's GRAMMY performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion didn't cross a line of decency during prime time TV on the west coast and in communities observing mountain time. The fact that they changed song lyrics to avoid saying p***y is not satisfactory. For far too long, "decency" standards have primarily only centered around word usage and exposure of body parts. There's another level of indecency -- suggestive sexual moves. This is what happened last night. I'm sure you've seen the footage. How is this OK for young viewers? The FCC needs to give new thought to its standards now /today before more and more artists push the limits. Certain body actions should be prohibited -- just like certain words are and the exposure of certain body parts. After all, both words AND actions form habits, which form character and ultimately, destiny. Our young children deserve better.
Ticket: # 4622941 - Grammy awards lewd performance

Date: 3/15/2021 10:11:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Farmington, Missouri 63640

Description
CBS was allowed to air Cardi B's "WAP" rap presentation which was nothing but a disgusting stripper act...on national TV...American TEENS watch this show.....Shows like this should not be on the air.
Ticket: # 4622946 - Porn
Date: 3/15/2021 10:13:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Dayton, Ohio 45419

Description
Porn on Primetime network.
Description
The FCC needs to get a backbone and take action against CBS and the producers of the Grammy broadcast last night due to outrageous behavior by some of the performers. I thought there was a 7 second delay to protect against this pornographic behavior. Please take action!
Ticket: # 4622969 - Grammy's - CBS - allowing pornographic material live at prime time
Date: 3/15/2021 10:29:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Nowheresville, Arizona 85545
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Did you not see the Grammy’s last night. How could you allow something like this to be aired Prime Time Live for every little girl in America to emulate Cardi B and her nasty, nasty song WAP. That song and CBS both should be thrown off the air for this nasty songs. Google “WAP” and read the lyrics for yourself and be ashamed for allowing this to air. I want this song CANCELLED and taken off the air - and CBS fined big bucks for allowing it. At what point will you slap hands over nasty programming today. There was a time this would never be allowed - are you allowing it or just not doing your jobs???
Description
The Grammys award show was absolutely disgusting and degrading to all women. To broadcast two women singing about a "wet ass pussy" and grinding together is beyond unacceptable. Is this how we want to raise our daughters? This is highly offensive and indecent.
Description
I was appalled during the Grammys last night as Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion were humping each on network TV while singing about their Wet Ass Pussies. This rubbish should not be aired especially when children can see or hear it easily. We should be teaching our daughters to do better not glorifying strippers, especially those like Cardi who brags about drugging and robbing men. What happened to having Morals? And no I've never been one for censorship and I hate cancel culture but we must do better and not support or encourage our daughters to act like strippers or prostitutes on display for the world.
Ticket: # 4623001 - CBS / Grammy / Pornography

Date: 3/15/2021 10:44:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Garland, Texas 75044

Description
I am appalled by the airing of the Grammy Award Sown by CBS. It was aired during prime time, family viewing TV. I’m not sure how you can allow this to happen. The performances where vulgar and disgusting. Use of the N word was unacceptable.
Ticket: # 4623010 - Grammy awards

Date: 3/15/2021 10:47:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Bath, Illinois 62617

Description
The part featuring the song WAP was offensive and disgusting. Filled with offensive language and vulgar gestures.
Ticket: # 4623027 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 10:55:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Hawley, Pennsylvania 18428

Description
The erotic display of WAP on television was highly inappropriate. Our television should have standards that protect our children. CBS has failed America’s children and should be held accountable.
Ticket: # 4623032 - 2021 Grammys

Date: 3/15/2021 10:59:49 PM
City/State/Zip: North Port, Florida 34288

Description
The Grammy awards were disgusting, specifically Cardi B and Meg Stallion. It was perverse with the constant twerking, sexual motions, etc. I can’t believe the FCC would even allow a song called Wet Ass Pussy would be allowed. Disgusting. Couldn’t watch it with my children even if I wanted to
Ticket: # 4623040 - Obscenity of Grammy Awards

Date: 3/15/2021 11:06:14 PM

City/State/Zip: Saginaw, Michigan 48638

Description
The Cardi B "song" WAP aired on the Grammy awards accompanied by disgusting sequel gyrating. The lyrics are obscene describing serial relations in a most graphic way. This was on broadcast TV. CBS needs to be disciplined heavily or their license revoked.
Ticket: # 4623044 - Grammys
Date: 3/15/2021 11:09:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Douglasville, Georgia 30135

Description
I am livid that this Cardi B & Megan Thee Stallion were allowed to perform a song on tv while singing the word PU$$Y. They were barely wearing clothing and simulating sex act. The lyrics for the song Wet A$$ Pu$$y can be found online. The Grammys are not suitable for anyone under 17!!!!!!!
Ticket: # 4623046 - Indecent subject

Date: 3/15/2021 11:10:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Paramus, New Jersey 07653

Description
The Grammy awards show was full of indecent behavior, outfits and subject matter in songs
Ticket: # 4623050 - Catdi b Grammy performance

Date: 3/15/2021 11:12:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Denton, Texas 76207

Description
The most foul lewd and disgusting performance I've ever witnessed
Ticket: # 4623054 - obscene tv show

Date: 3/15/2021 11:15:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Battle Ground, Washington 98604

Description
CBS grammy show allowed PORN to be shown in the form of WAP.
CBS needs to be Fined the maximum possible amount.
Ticket: # 4623061 - Grammy award show cbs
Date: 3/15/2021 11:17:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Wildomar, California 92595

Description
It was like watching porn at 8pm at night. Where were the censors?
Description
What has happened to classy shows? What CBS allowed to be shown on their network during the Grammy Awards was more like soft porn, and disgusting. Singing about WAP, really. Acting out a sex scene. These things should be banned, this was prime time TV. Children watch TV at this time. THIS NEEDS TO STOP!
Ticket: # 4623067 - Obscene and inappropriate behavior on TV

Date: 3/15/2021 11:22:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Collierville, Tennessee 38017

Description
The performance of WAP on The Grammy’s was just short of soft porn. The fact it was allowed on prime time TV is absurd and should not have been allowed. You bleep out cuss words, but allow girls to dance half naked on a pole while using the words “wet ass pussy” and you call that art?
Description
This was a show of disgust when Cardi B was performing. You all should be ashamed of yourselves to even allow this during a prim time show. This is a show I used to wanna watch with my kids. No longer will I ever watch something as indecent as this. It was literally disgusting, pornographic, how many other words would you like? What the hell is wrong with this society? We take off cartoons like The Road Runner, ban Dr Seuss books but we allow this, and applaud it?! Sickening!
Ticket: # 4623074 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/15/2021 11:26:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112

Description
The dancing throughout the show was unnecessarily crude and offensive! I am offended as a woman, a teacher of students I know saw the show, and as the mother of a young daughter.
Ticket: # 4623090 - Grammys

Date: 3/15/2021 11:35:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Culver City, California 90231

Description
Disgusting, I can't believe CBS aired this trash and the FCC allowed it.
Ticket: # 4623093 - Grammy's

Date: 3/15/2021 11:39:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Ames, Iowa 50014
Company Complaining About: Other

Description
Wanted to voice my concern for allowing the Grammy's to be broadcasted on prime time television. This was nothing but a sex show, borderline orgy. I'm no prude, but this is something that should've been on Cinemax late night instead of prime time on channels everyone gets. Wow is all I can say about it. Please review these kinds of shows before allowing them to be shown in the future. Not a great decision here. Thanks for allowing me to voice my concern.
Ticket: # 4623119 - Porn show at the Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 12:03:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60625

Description
Shame on CBS for allowing the most disgusting “musical performance” to be shown during the Grammys. This is supposed to be a family friendly show instead it was a PORNOGRAPHIC performance, disgusting!!!!
Ticket: # 4623122 - Unacceptable action on television

Date: 3/16/2021 12:04:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Carmel, New York 10512

Description
The disgusting portrayal on the Grammy Award show (3/14/21 - CBS). The two female singers basically looked like they were straight out of a pornographic movie. This was prime time and “dancing” to a song WAP with the most disgusting lyrics I have ever heard,
Ticket: # 4623134 - Grammy Awards 2021
Date: 3/16/2021 12:12:10 AM
City/State/Zip: Pasadena, California 91107

Description
CBS Televised a performance of Meg Stallion and another performance of Cardi B and Meg Stallion in which the performers acted out vulgar and highly sexualized movements to a high sexualized and vulgar song.
Ticket: # 4623145 - Public Indecency

Date: 3/16/2021 12:15:47 AM
City/State/Zip: Pickerington, Ohio 43147

Description
Performances on the Grammy’s were beyond vile and were aired during family time. CBS needs to issue an apology to the public and be severely fined for allowing such filth to be broadcast.
Ticket: # 4623149 - WAP stripper garbage

Date: 3/16/2021 12:17:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402

Description
Grammy "award" show debases women and is inappropriate on so many levels, but to "glorify" women stripping, grinding, and selling their bodies for sex is WRONG. Song and ensuing dance should not be given an award let alone shown on TV. "X-rated sex positivity anthem?" No - its garbage and is usually found in the seedy part of town for those willing to pay for such voyeurism. What to do to solve the problem? Do your job BEFORE this is aired.
Description
How did the FCC allow the disgusting, sexual, xxx rated Grammys on National TV.. Those musical acts were totally disgusting and should never be on National TV. The extremely bias attacks on our police was just horrible and should never be allowed on TV. All it does is infuriate both sides and puts the safety of police at risks. The FCC should suspend CBS for showing that program.. Many families watch those programs and the FCC should not allow such sexually disgusting programs on TV.. The clear attacks on police on these awards will just fuel the fire! The FCC and CBS should have never allowed this program to air these items..
Ticket: # 4623168 - Grammys vulgarity in prime time

Date: 3/16/2021 12:24:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Kansas City, Kansas 66111

Description
The Grammys aired a disgusting and extremely vulgar performance by Cardi B and Megan THEE STSLLION. It was nothing short of a strip club performance. The lyrics to WAP are rated R at best and inappropriate for family viewing. Music should be available to the entire family. I was less offended by the super bowl wardrobe malfunction. And it was only a split second. Thus disgusting display went on for minutes. CBS should be fined.
Ticket: # 4623173 - Grammys 2021

Date: 3/16/2021 12:27:58 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, California 94517

Description
The Grammys 2021 were aired during family viewing hours and contained material that was sexually explicit content and sexual movements while dancing.
Ticket: # 4623177 - WAP performance at the Grammy’s

Date: 3/16/2021 12:32:19 AM
City/State/Zip: Glenrock, Wyoming 82637
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This was a blatant attempt to sexually objectify women during Prime Time tv. As a result of this disgusting display, I will be canceling my subscription to CBS. You have proven you are no longer suitable for family viewing.
Ticket: # 4623179 - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 12:34:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Tijeras, New Mexico 87059

Description
contributed to the sexual exploitation of women by glamorizing prostitution and stripping." Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion's performance of their song "WAP" one that "could have been cut from a hardcore pornography film"
Description
The Grammy performance of WAP by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion was totally inappropriate for prime time network television. The sexual content of the song should have omitted it from consideration but it went forward with a performance that was R rated and too exploitive for this network and time slot. Children watch this show and should not be exposed to this. Adults shouldn’t have to either.
Description
The Grammy performance of WAP by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion was totally inappropriate for prime time network television. The sexual content of the song should have omitted it from consideration but it went forward with a performance that was R rated and too exploitive for this network and time slot. Children watch this show and should not be exposed to this. Adults shouldn’t have to either.
Ticket: # 4623196 - Disgusting grammy performance

Date: 3/16/2021 1:15:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Mcallen, Texas 78501

Description
I am disgusted at the Cardi B performance at the grammys 2021. How low we have gone where we have "artists" singing about "wet ass pussy" and simulating sex acts on stage. Pure garbage. Did you remember Janet Jackson at the Superbowl? I thought that was bad, but this is pure garbage. I hope the whole industry goes broke.
Description
Carli B & Megan Thee Stallions performance, if you could call it a performance, was absolutely disgusting and very inappropriate for National TV. If I wanted myself & children to see that, I would go to a strip club.
They should be fined for such disgrace.
Ticket: # 4623204 - Complaint - Obscene Performances on Mainstream TV - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 1:34:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Huntington Beach, California 92646

Description
The performances from CardiB & Megan Thee Stallion on CBS prime television were obscene and my toddler was watching. I had to turn off the tv! On furious this was allowed to air on national tv. Watching the Grammys and other music awards is a family tradition similar to watching the super bowl. I'm so sad and upset that this was allowed in tv as I have a young child. This is something I would expect to see in an adult venue in Vegas 18-21 years and older. Something must be done about this! Unacceptable!!! We need more protection from this! No wonder human trafficking is such an issue! You are allowing desensitization of our children!
Ticket: # 4623206 - Grammys CBS

Date: 3/16/2021 1:35:33 AM
City/State/Zip: Burleson, Texas 76028

Description
Inappropriate content, nudity, vulgar language, vulgar dancing, rubbing crotches together. My 13 year old daughter was waiting for BTS performance and had to leave the room because of Cardi B performance. Poor judgment on this one. Pure trash.
Ticket: # 4623209 - CBS airing of the GRAMMY's

Date: 3/16/2021 1:45:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808

Description
Cardi B's performance of the song "WAP" was pornographic and unsuitable for prime TV where children were exposed. MOREOVER, it DEVALUES women and girls of color, promoting disgusting SEXUAL stereotypes. Please listen to the experts: https://endsexualexploitation.org/articles/2021-grammy-awards-normalizes-systemic-issues-of-sexual-exploitation/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=ncose&fbclid=IwAR0FsJzsNm5L7c0iPZ9MEGf3_xFWLGn_zjHUqS_QQ2c1FHJi9098HPW5yyE
Ticket: # 4623211 - Grammy filth

Date: 3/16/2021 1:51:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Bloomfield, New Mexico 87413

Description
How can you approve of such filth on prime time tv as the filth from Cardi B and that other putrid woman? I heard the lyrics to the so-called song they sang and am completely shocked at what I heard. Shame on you FCC
Ticket: # 4623218 - Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 2:05:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Rancho Palos Verdes, California 90275

Description
The pornography & degradation of women shown on the Grammy’s was disgusting. How was that on tv? Cardi B, Megan Thee Stallion's & CBS should be censured and fined for their performance of WAP in prime time where kids could watch.
Ticket: # 4623248 - Grammys - Disgusting!

Date: 3/16/2021 3:16:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Los Altos, California 94024

Description
The Grammys broadcast last night was vile and totally repulsive! I'm glad I didn't try to watch it live with my kids. It's horrifying to see that censors would let all of that through. You need to fine CBS!
Ticket: # 4623268 - Cardi B performance on Grammy Awards recently. On prime time TV.

**Date:** 3/16/2021 5:18:30 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Columbia, Kentucky 42728

---

**Description**

One the Grammy Awards showed during Prime Time TV last night was Completely Inappropriate and Deplorable! The lyrics to the song were Horrible Foul Language, not to mention Degrading to Women and Girls. Should never be on prime time TV or any public device. Especially when children are watching and hearing. Also the costumes and dancing were X-Rated and horrible, especially for TV. I am offended and honestly traumatized by that song!
Ticket: # 4623273 - The grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 6:00:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Hollywood, Florida 33021

Description
The Cardi B spectacle was despicable. How is that song WAP and that performance not indecent.
Ticket: #4623285 - vulgarity on television

Date: 3/16/2021 6:31:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Arnold, Maryland 21012
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
TV programming should not be sexual and/or vulgar in nature. The Grammys were a disgrace. But it doesn’t end there. How is it ok to televise this unbelievably sexual and perverted scenes while our young minds could be viewing it? It needs to stop!!!
Ticket: # 4623289 - Grammy Awards Show
Date: 3/16/2021 6:42:57 AM
City/State/Zip: Dunn, North Carolina 28334

Description
How can you allow such filth on TV? Cardi B and Meg the stallion performance on that show was pretty much porn. It was disgusting to say the least. No such sexually explicit actions should be on at that hour.
Ticket: # 4623293 - Grammy Awards Indecency  
Date: 3/16/2021 6:55:27 AM  
City/State/Zip: Houma, Louisiana 70363  

Description  
Vulgar song lyrics and physical sexual acts
Ticket: # 4623298 - WAP Grammy.
Date: 3/16/2021 7:10:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19115

Description
The display at the Grammys last night and the performance of WAP was offensive and inappropriate for a Prime time television show on regular television. This is outrageous. The “warning” to “tell your kids this song is about washing your cat” is not a warning...this is beyond offensive and degrading. The “dance” routine is straight out of a gogo bar, which requires being over 18 years of age....and this was broadcasted on regular television. How can this be decent for under 18 years of age children?
Ticket: # 4623312 - TV
Date: 3/16/2021 7:38:36 AM
City/State/Zip: Jasper, Georgia 30143

Description
The Grammy Award show was riddled with pornographic dancing and sexual intercourse simulation. WHY is this allowed on public TV? With bare buttocks etc?
Ticket: # 4623319 - Grammy
Date: 3/16/2021 7:47:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Temple, Texas 76502

Description
The WAP sounds lyrics and dance was highly inappropriate for TV.
Description
Trash. My tax dollars and millions of other citizens pay taxes to keep literal filth and trash off the air. No excuses. When this kind of garbage is aired we don't need the FCC. We keep seeing this happen and it's time to put some teeth to the issue, tell spoiled children (that's who these performers are) to keep their clothes on, go do their sexual gyrations in private (where they should be), stay off television and step in to parent Hollywood again. Has the FCC even listened to the lyrics in this song?....disgusting and objectivizes women. Where's the outrage from female members of the FCC. It isn't harmless ladies. We have people suffering on the streets, without homes, but somehow massive resources are used to produce this disgrace. We are lost and the FCC needs to step in and say, No, this is not right, figure it out. Thank you.
Ticket: # 4623337 - Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 8:00:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Quincy, Massachusetts 02169

Description
Cardi b’s performance was downright pornography. We cannot normalize this behavior amongst our school aged children. Please, SOMEBODY needs to put a stop to this.
Ticket: # 4623352 - Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 8:18:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Clemmons, North Carolina 27012

Description
It's disgusting you allow trash like some of the performances, particularly Cardi B and Meghan Thee Stallion on broadcast television. That's basically soft-core porn that you're airing and I can't even believe it's widely available to the masses without any constraints or controls.
Ticket: # 4623357 - CBS and the Grammy's Porn Show.
Date: 3/16/2021 8:23:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Tulsa, Oklahoma 74110

Description
How did you even let this crap air? Pull the plug on CBS, or do they pay your bills?
Ticket: # 4623376 - CBS the Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 8:35:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Navasota, Texas 77868

Description
Although I did not watch the entire show two segments were utterly disgusting and not suitable for any (much less young) viewers. There should have been a warning at the VERY least before this show. I am speaking of Cardi B performance that was none other that PORN. And that guy Little something or other glorifying rioting and police shootings. disgusting. I wont ever watch that channel again.
Ticket: # 4623381 - Grammy's
Date: 3/16/2021 8:36:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Ohio 45502

Description
Inappropriate sexual content that never should have been aired. Young girls watch that and think it's appropriate. And CBS is responsible! Making girls think that is acceptable behavior!
Ticket: # 4623397 - Grammy 2021 Indecency
Date: 3/16/2021 8:41:55 AM
City/State/Zip: Darlington, South Carolina 29532

Description
The sexual actions of the performers Megan thee Stallion and Cardi B were inappropriate for broadcast tv. The exposure, excessive shaking and close up of their buttocks were borderline x rated. Their dances also were sexual explicit.
Ticket: # 4623403 - Grammy Cardi B - Vulgar and Sexually Explicit

Date: 3/16/2021 8:43:17 AM
City/State/Zip: Vincennes, Indiana 47591

Description
Grammy's Cardi B video was vulgar and too sexually explicit for Prime Time. He has 4 boys under the age of 11 and this was horrible. He can't sit idly by and watch this go on. CBS and Grammy's need to be fined. ***CTR386-phone***
Ticket: # 4623407 - Cardi b rap lyrics

Date: 3/16/2021 8:45:29 AM

City/State/Zip: Homewood, Illinois 60430

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Vulgar disgusting. Shouldn’t be played on radio or tv. Especially not prime time. Don’t talk about Dr Seuss disparaging minorities when they talk about themselves like this
Ticket: # 4623424 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/16/2021 9:02:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Melbourne, Florida 32935

Description
• He said there were two girls, rubbing their private and talking about wet stuff and they were also using the "N" word.
• He said this was Cardie B.
• He has tried to contact CBS about this, but they did not answer their phones

***CTR-382***
Ticket: # 4623433 - Your inappropriate prime time content

Date: 3/16/2021 9:08:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Richland, Michigan 49083
Company Complaining About: None

Description
I am discussed by Cardi B performance on prime time time. We have small children and the song lyrics and performance was frankly gross.
Ticket: # 4623443 - 63rd Grammys Cardi B performance
Date: 3/16/2021 9:11:44 AM
City/State/Zip: Manchester, Tennessee 37355

Description
https://youtu.be/UnBZLFB7kLo
This was pornographic. This has no business on regular television. You allowed young children to see pornographic material. This is not acceptable.
Ticket: # 4623457 - indecent material on Grammy's

Date: 3/16/2021 9:18:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Redwood City, California 94062-1629

Description
Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B's performance of the song WAP was vulgar and indecent. This type of performance and images have no place on network television for children or adults.
Ticket: # 4623468 - Grammy's Performance

Date: 3/16/2021 9:22:51 AM
City/State/Zip: Whitesboro, New York 13492

Description
Consumer is stating that he is calling to complain about the performance at the Grammy's. He is stating that it was not necessary and it was full out there. It was not necessary to show this on prime time.

**CTR406-phone**
Ticket: # 4623479 - Pornographic material harmful to minors

Date: 3/16/2021 9:27:20 AM  
City/State/Zip: Layton, Utah 84041

Description
I'm deeply offended and extremely upset by what was allowed to be broadcast on Primetime TV Sunday night. The Grammys. CBS should be investigated and severely punished for playing such filth. As a citizen I demand accountability.
Description
Cardi B gave pornographic performance at 2021 Grammy Awards show. Her dance was like a stripper, but worse was the language. Throughout her song WAP, she kept using derogatory slang for female genitalia, specifically the word "Pussy."
Ticket: # 4623520 - CBS’s Grammy Awards Show Broadcast

Date: 3/16/2021 9:42:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Lexington, Kentucky 40509

Description
The pornographic material shown during this show was not only inappropriate, it was degrading to women and should have been censored by the FCC. Our children are being exposed to highly inappropriate content for the entertainment of adults on PUBLIC television. This is unacceptable and should not be allowed going forward.
Description
It was a total disgrace that the Grammys thought the Card-B and Meegan the Stallion dance show was appropriate for kids and families. This should not be allowed on network tv and they should be fined heavily and possible be put on probation next year. This was disgusting and not the role models that kids need to see. The lyrics and dancing was wrong.
Ticket: # 4623563 - Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion Performance at Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 9:51:29 AM
City/State/Zip: Goose Creek, South Carolina 29445

Description
I am shocked, stunned, and saddened that the performance at the Grammys by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion was even allowed to make the airwaves. It was pornographic in nature.
Ticket: # 4623571 - Obscene Grammy

Date: 3/16/2021 9:52:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Omaha, Nebraska 68114

Description
Obscene Grammy Presentation on Sunday. Specifically the Cardi B - song - WAP. He is shocked that CBS aired this. ***CTR386-phone***
Ticket: # 4623572 - Grammy awards indecency
Date: 3/16/2021 9:53:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Logansport, Indiana 46947

Description
 Caller is disgusted with the Grammy Awards. She states that the indecency was uncalled for and should be banned from National TV. She feels this country should not this on National TV. She is upset about the things this country is taking away but allowing this. She wants future awards stay age appropriate and less political.
***CTR 392-phone***
Description
Spectrum is her carrier.

She does not think that porn should be on TV.

Especially on a Sunday evening when the children could be watching.

Resolution:

She thinks these award shows should be monitored better for the content.

***CTR394-phone***
Description
This song should have a rating of XXX and definitely not aired on national tv. This was a disgrace
and absolutely TRASHY! These women were dressed half naked flopping around on stage like a
couples of whales in heat, humping each other and sitting on each others face. Since when is this ok
on NATIONAL TV????? Children are watching this crap! This should never be ok!!!
WAP (feat. Megan Thee Stallion)
Cardi B
Whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house (Hol' up)
I said certified freak, seven days a week
Wet ass pussy, make that pullout game weak, woo (ah)

Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fuckin' with some wet ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet ass pussy

Beat it up, nigga, catch a charge
Extra large and extra hard
Put this pussy right in yo' face
Swipe your nose like a credit card
Hop on top, I want a ride
I do a kegel while it's inside
Spit in my mouth, look at my eyes
This pussy is wet, come take a dive

Tie me up like I'm surprised
Let's roleplay, I wear a disguise
I want you to park that big Mack truck right in this little garage
Make it cream, make me scream
Out in public, make a scene
I don't cook, I don't clean
But let me tell you, I got this ring (ayy, ayy)

Gobble me, swallow me, drip down the side of me (yeah)
Quick, jump out 'fore you let it get inside of me (yeah)
I tell him where to put it, never tell him where I'm 'bout to be
I run down on him 'fore I have a nigga runnin' me

Talk yo' shit, bite your lip (yeah)
Ask for a car while you ride that dick (while you ride that dick)
You really ain't never gotta fuck him for a thing
He already made his mind up 'fore he came

Now get your boots and your coat for this wet ass pussy
He bought a phone just for pictures of this wet ass pussy
Pay my tuition just to kiss me on this wet ass pussy
Now make it rain if you wanna see some wet ass pussy

Look, I need a hard hitter, I need a deep stroke
I need a Henny drink, I need a weed smoker
Not a garden snake, I need a king cobra
With a hook in it, hope it lean over

He got some money then that's where I'm headed
Pussy A-1, just like his credit
He got a beard, well, I'm tryna wet it
I let him taste it, and now he diabetic
I don't wanna spit, I wanna gulp
I wanna gag, I wanna choke
I want you to touch that lil' dangly thing that swing in the back of my throat

My head game is fire, punani Dasani
It's goin' in dry, and it's comin' out soggy
I ride on that thing like the cops is behind me (yuh, ah)
I spit on his mic' and now he tryna sign me, woo

Your honor, I'm a freak bitch, handcuffs, leashes
Switch my wig, make him feel like he cheatin'
Put him on his knees, give him some' to believe in
Never lost a fight, but I'm lookin' for a beatin' (ah)

In the food chain, I'm the one that eat ya
If he ate my ass, he's a bottomfeeder
Big D stand for big demeanor
I could make ya bust before I ever meet ya

If it don't hang, then he can't bang
You can't hurt my feelings, but I like pain
If he fuck me and ask, "Whose is it?"
When I ride the dick, I'ma spell my name, ah

Whores in this house
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fuckin' with some wet ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet ass pussy
Now from the top, make it drop, that's some wet ass pussy
Now get a bucket and a mop, that's some wet ass pussy
I'm talkin' WAP, WAP, WAP, that's some wet ass pussy
Macaroni in a pot, that's some wet ass pussy, huh

There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores in this house
There's some whores...
Ticket: # 4623600 - Recent Grammy Awards Broadcast

Date: 3/16/2021 9:59:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Cloudcroft, New Mexico 88317
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
I write to you as an American citizen concerned about the FILTH that was just broadcast on the Grammy Awards. CBS is complicit in the disgusting display of a Lesbian Sex Act broadcast to a worldwide audience. What is the FCC doing about this scourge? These people are degrading America and the FCC should be regulating this. This was In your face Pornography by Cardi B and others. Maybe the FCC should change their name to PORNHUB! This is appalling and sick.
Ticket: # 4623632 - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 10:11:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Brunswick, Ohio 44212

Description
I would like to report the Grammy’s and the obscene behavior and the WAP act. How are simulated sex acts allowed on prime time television? How is this allowed when children can watch?
Ticket: # 4623651 - Lude and lascivious display, sexual innuendo and lurid sexual inferences on multiple acts.

**Date:** 3/16/2021 10:17:06 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Scottsdale, Arizona 85254

**Description**

Lude and lascivious display, sexual innuendo and lurid sexual inferences on multiple acts during the broadcast of the "GRAMMY PRESENTATION AWARDS"!!!
Ticket: # 4623677 - Grammy Awards Show
Date: 3/16/2021 10:26:47 AM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78250

Description
CBS should be fined for the airing of pornographic images laced with vulgarity and sexual imagery. The performance by Meagan Thee Stallion on a bed with another female performer to the song WAP (Wet Ass Pussy) was most offensive. With all the performers out there to be honored, CBS allowed this garbage? Plus, Lizzie said very plainly the word ‘bitch’ when she went on stage to present an award. Where was the 5 second delay on that to edit it out? Please take action against CBS and the Grammy producers. This show was an insult to true musicians and singers. Thank you.
Ticket: # 4623695 - CBS/indecency
Date: 3/16/2021 10:32:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Crofton, Kentucky 42217

Description
The cardi b Grammy performance that aired on CBS on 3/14/21 was one of the most indecent, vulgar things I have seen on tv. It should NOT have been on the station it was on at the time it was on. Family values still mean a lot to a lot of people and I would like to be able to watch programs with my teenage boys without having things like this put in their minds. This encourages so many negative things. Please help take the vulgar, indecent, trash off of the channels kids watch.
Ticket: # 4623710 - CBS showing Porn during prime time tv

Date: 3/16/2021 10:36:26 AM

City/State/Zip: Jay, Florida 32565

Description
The porn CBS aired during prime time TV The Grammys. Allowing cardi B to preform wet ass pussy W.A.P. And for her to dry hump during prime time tv is beyond ridiculous. CBS should be fined for allowing such trash to be aired.
Ticket: # 4623733 - Grammy Awards WAP display on CBS
Date: 3/16/2021 10:42:17 AM
City/State/Zip: Aliso Viejo, California 92656

Description
CBS crossed the line when they produced and aired Cardie B’s WAP (wet ass pussy) performance on Sunday Night’s Grammy’s. This is an insult to parents working hard to raise well adjusted kids with good moral values. I would like to see them heavily fined and be barred from airing content like that in the future.
Ticket: # 4623741 - Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 10:42:51 AM
City/State/Zip: Richardson, Texas 75080

Description
I file this complaint, my first ever, as the Grammy awards show has reached a new low, reflecting the worst depiction of objectionable material for prime time TV. It’s been 17 years since the wardrobe malfunction at the Super Bowl, and where is the outrage now? As my wife said “it’s pure porn”.

I urge you to tighten your controls over content like this, consider the slow degradation of our moral standards and how you are condoning the promotion of such distasteful content. Please set a high standard.

Thank you for your consideration.
Ticket: # 4623758 - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 10:44:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Greenville, South Carolina 29605

Description
DO YOUR JOB!!!!
Description
The 2021 Grammy Awards were fraught with inappropriate and obscene visual and verbal content. Notably the Cardi-B Pornographic stage performance. Depicting lesbian sex acts, vulgar language that was poorly edited out. Obscene visual Imagery to include a large vagina depiction between the pillows on the bed prop.
Clearly they were trying to get some shock value at the expense of what is exceptabl TV viewing. This has gone to far, and the FCC needs to step in and stop this obnoxious out of control behavior by Hollywood & the music industry.
I watch these shows for entertainment not a lesson on in your face woke, cancel cultural, sexuay explicit deplorable gross content.
What I saw I found to be truly offensive.
Ticket: # 4623808 - Horrible sex exhibition during Prime Time

Date: 3/16/2021 10:59:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Kendallville, Indiana 46755

Description
There were two women humping each other during prime time during some award show Sunday evening. Please do not allow this type of scenes to flash during prime time when children may still be awake. It is not right and you know it. Do better.
Ticket: # 4623811 - Grammy Awards inappropriate for Children abd regular TV

Date: 3/16/2021 10:59:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Miami, Florida 33161

Description
Grammy awards were PORN
Description
The 2021 Grammy performance was distasteful and inappropriate for the majority of the audience. This needs to be corrected in the future or disciplined if it violated existing rules.
Ticket: # 4623862 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/16/2021 11:10:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Marietta, Georgia 30064

Description
I am highly offended and disgusted by the airing of the CardiB presentation during the Grammy Awards. The explicit pornography should have been censored, both the visual and the song. This is not entertainment but pornography and during prime time. The network should be fined for allowing this.
Ticket: # 4623915 - 2021 Grammy Awards

Date: 3/16/2021 11:23:38 AM
City/State/Zip: Lakeside, California 92040
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
The mere fact that a song "Wet Ass Pussy" was allowed to be performed is disgusting. Furthermore, even if it had been performed by a choir of nuns it would be offensive; the fact that it was accompanied by graphically sexual
Ticket: # 4623919 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/16/2021 11:25:21 AM
City/State/Zip: Independence, Kentucky 41051

Description
She is calling about Grammy Awards.
She said, this show was filthy and show pornography while children could have been watching this.
There was a disclaimer that came on before they did their performance.
They were joking telling the audience to cover their children ears.

***CTR414-phone***
Ticket: # 4623932 - Grammy's Content

Date: 3/16/2021 11:28:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355

Description

- The Grammy’s had very sexual and very explicit content aired.
- The N-word was being used within songs.
- This was highly inappropriate for children and teenagers under the age of 17.
- The consumer witnessed the Grammy’s starting at 8PM Eastern Time.

***CTR398-phone***
Ticket: # 4623951 - CBS Grammy, Gayle King

Date: 3/16/2021 11:31:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Stafford, Virginia 22556

Description

The Grammy's were a disgusting porn fest, also false and misleading reporting from Gayle King toward the Royal family, she lies for her friend Meghan and reports false and fake stories without fact checking, she is a disgrace and lies on National TV
Description
I turned on the award show at the time where all I saw were dancers in inappropriate dress (lack of clothes) doing an inappropriate dance, and I couldn't understand all the words being sung but some did not seem appropriate. Do not understand why this is acceptable and some Disney "cartoons" are now banned.
Ticket: # 4623998 - Prime time lewdness!

Date: 3/16/2021 11:42:17 AM
City/State/Zip: Jackson, Wyoming 83001

Description
Grammys were the most raw indecent sexuality and also occultic depictions. Totally satanic. Please keep up a guard for this trash.
Ticket: # 4624001 - Grammy's Performance of Cardi B & Megan Thee Stallion
Date: 3/16/2021 11:42:44 AM
City/State/Zip: Estell Manor, New Jersey 08319

Description
The performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion was a sad commentary on what these award shows have degenerated into. It was absolutely disgusting and obscene and for this to be spun as some sort "empowerment of women" is even more disgusting and, quite ironically, conveys exactly the opposite effect and message to our young girls.
Ticket: # 4624015 - Indecent material

Date: 3/16/2021 11:45:40 AM
City/State/Zip: E Dublin, Georgia 31027

Description
On the Grammy's presentation the other night, a song was 'performed' (WAP) that was probably the most indecent thing I've ever seen, heard, read - whatever. Why are we (and our children) exposed to this filth? (To say nothing of the song winning awards). This is outrageous.
Ticket: # 4624024 - Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 11:47:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Fresno, California 93727

Description
There was a performance with a woman dancing on a stripper pole talking about her wet ass pussy.

This is profane, indecent and obscene content shown during the hours children are awake and watching!
Ticket: # 4624071 - Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 11:53:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Olmsted Falls, Ohio 44138

Description
Obscenity, Indecency. "Artists" humping and twerking with bare behinds. TV commercial showing shaving of pubic hair.
Description
AWFUL Grammys!

The Cardi B "WAP" performance was vile, demeaning and lascivious debauchery. What a complete degrade towards women! What a complete let down for our children! Exposing them to soft core porn! With COVID, these children and young adults have been through enough on their mental health!

The Academy should be appalled at supporting this pathetic standard for talent! America has hit a new low for our children and I am disgusted that the Academy would not come out after the fact to tell the children of this country that the Grammy team will work towards improving what is shown to them - award shows should be full of positive, safe content not soft core porn! UNACCEPTABLE!

The Academy and the producers of the show should be disgusted with themselves. Stop supporting content on TV that encourages sexual behavior on programs that you know children and young adults are watching! Take responsibility for a better tomorrow! I knew better than to watch this with my family but others did not -- and it left their children exposed and parents disgusted!

Grammys, you have become a complete disappointment.
Ticket: # 4624116 - The Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 12:03:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Ventura, California 93004

Description
When did this become acceptable? The material that was aired was nothing less than a lewd display of noise and visual content that could be considered pornographic. What was aired was offensive to many, The Grammys used to be a celebration of music not a racial or political statement. Shame on the FCC for allowing this!
Ticket: # 4624128 - Grammy’s
Date: 3/16/2021 12:06:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Greenville, Texas 75402

Description
Cardi B and whatever that girl’s name is, their performance to a song that cannot be played on the radio, was disgusting. How it actually ever aired is beyond me. Shame on CBS. Family programming. I do not think so.
Description
I'm sorry I feel like an old geezer here, but each year the Grammys have gotten more explicit in lyrics, dress and dancing. There are many varieties of music and awards given as Grammys. Why the evening show has turned into a trip to the strippers during Prime Time. For Cable is one thing but this has become like the Oscars only awarding R and NC-17 rated movies awards. I honestly think this needs to be addressed people of all ages and musical interests should be able to enjoy the Grammys again.
Now I feel like I have to chase kids off my lawn, but I am not a prude. I just believe there is a time and place and channel.
Ticket: # 4624166 - Grammy Awards

Date: 3/16/2021 12:15:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Belvedere, Illinois 61008

Description
He is calling about obscenity shows.
He said they showed their genitals and it is inappropriate.
It was CBS at 8:00-10:00 pm they are not allowed to show at these times.
They were acting out lesbian on lesbian grinding sexual scenes.

***CTR414-phone***
I am writing to complain about the pornographic display
Ticket: # 4624325 - Grammys were offensive

Date: 3/16/2021 12:46:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Vancouver, Washington 98662

Description
The Grammys was a disgusting display of vulgarity. It was offensive to anyone with eyes. I had to shield my 14 year old from this garbage until I could change the channel. There is no way this show could be rated G or PG. it wasn’t even fit for a PG-13 audience. How can you allow this on broadcast TV, especially without some kind of warning? CBS, the Grammys, and these women (Cardi and Megan) should be fined and punished. How exactly can Dr Seuss and Dumbo be offensive but this garbage is allowed to hurt the minds of our kids?
Ticket: # 4624379 - Grammy Awards on NBC
Date: 3/16/2021 12:56:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Arlington, Virginia 22204

Description
Grammy Awards were broadcast on NBC. How is this filth allowed on the public airways? This Cardi B segment was absolute pornography. No decent society should allow this!
Ticket: # 4624452 - Grammy Awards Show
Date: 3/16/2021 1:07:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Terre Haute, Indiana 47807

Description
WTF? You must immediately put down any sexual displays on any shows like there was on the Grammys. Enough is enough. Raunchy sexual displays like what was performed on the Grammys must stop.
Do you damn job and stop the BS.
Ticket: # 4624458 - CBS Television Grammy Awards March 14, 2021

Date: 3/16/2021 1:08:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32216

Description
I wish to complain about the obscene "talent" displayed during the broadcast of this show. The song WET ASS PUSSY was the background music for an extremely inappropriate "dance" between two half naked women in various sexually suggestive positions. IF YOU KNOW IT WHEN YOU SEE IT . . . this was totally offensive and I can't imagine having to explain this to young children who were watching. CBS should be fined.
Ticket: # 4624497 - CBS Grammy awards
Date: 3/16/2021 1:16:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Chesapeake, Virginia 23323

Description
CBS needs to be held accountable for the racist, violent, vulgar display my family witnessed while watching their family friendly award ceremony. WAP lyrics and twerking were unsuitable for our household. It did nothing but try to invoke division and more riots. Why did you allow this to be televised, why did no one give notice of the vulgarity to be displayed. I hold you responsible that our family was exposed to this hatred and vulgarity.
Ticket: # 4624500 - Inappropriate content during prime time hours
Date: 3/16/2021 1:17:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Mesa, Arizona 85207

Description
It is BEYOND disgusting that you would allow the live performance of explicit sexual content during prime time hours. It is imperative that you take action to prevent this type of event from happening again.
Ticket: # 4624510 - Grammy's - Disgusting Cardi B Performance

Date: 3/16/2021 1:19:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Huntington Beach, California 92648
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
re: Grammy's - Disgusting and nauseating Cardi B Performance, which was a grotesque lesbian sex scene being proclaimed as a "performance" in front of my family! How dare CBS to put this on public TV. This has to STOP!!! It is corroding America's family values. I file formal complaint against CBS.

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 4624520 - If 2021 is the Grammy's, cancel 'em

Date: 3/16/2021 1:20:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Lewisville, Texas 75067

Description

There's a REAL need to address the kind of BS that is "part of the grammy awards" now. This last experience means I will NEVER be back. W.A.P. needs to be a household name? My daughter is an adult, but what about all the people who have small kids? That's why those of us in my age group laugh at the ridiculous social narrative. We want equality (through objectification, hmm)?? LOL!! Never mind the fact that I'm NOT just "some old guy", I'm actually a fairly accomplished lifelong musician, I feel the grammy's have shown how un-neccessary they've become. They are NO LONGER the level to rise to. As if anyone mentioned did 1/2 for music (or even just the guitar as an instrument) what Eddie Van Halen did? There are patents, redesigns of what is now "standard". Below I've checked indecency as my reason. If there were multiples available, complete lack of musical taste would have also been selected.
Ticket: # 4624536 - Grammy Awards

Date: 3/16/2021 1:23:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Port Charlotte, Florida 33952

Description
The Cardi B performance on the Grammy Awards was disgusting. It was inappropriate for network television, no matter what time of night. The host saying that if you have young children watching just tell them it's a song about giving a cat a bath was pathetic.
Ticket: # 4624579 - Grammy Awards - am immoral display of humanity

Date: 3/16/2021 1:31:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Earlysville, Virginia 22936

Description
The 2021 Grammys were on primetime TV and should of been rated R for the horrific music, particularly the song WAP and Cardi B immorality on display for any child or teenager to see. CBS should be fined for televising this vulgarity.
Ticket: # 4624580 - Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 1:31:27 PM
City/State/Zip: West Blocton, Alabama 35184

Description
Ticket: # 4624597 - Inappropriate programing for prime time on CBS

Date: 3/16/2021 1:36:38 PM

City/State/Zip: Santa Barbara, California 93110-1263

Company Complaining About: Cox

Description

I watched the Emmys on CBS on Sunday and I was appalled that the performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallions was allowed to be broadcast during Prime time viewing! Even my 14 year old granddaughter was shocked! 'Twerking' has a place in a live performance (I suppose), but NT broadcast on general television.

It was sending a message that it is ok for women to objectify themselves, whilst the 'Me Too' movement is striving to gain equality for women. The overt sexuality on-screen for a lengthy period of time is NOT what we, the American public, want to see.

I applaud these women for wanting to show the world they are 'modern' but overt sexuality that offends the majority of the public is not the way to do it!

I hope your critics are embarrassed by their oversight in this instance.
Description
Highly disgusted that CBS would be allowed to have two artists perform WAP (Wet Ass Pussy) during a prime time slot before millions of viewers and their children. I grew up watching these shows with my folks, so I guess this will be another thing we cannot do with our kids? They should be slapped with some major fines. Highly disappointed.
Ticket: # 4624680 - CBS Grammy Award Show

Date: 3/16/2021 1:52:17 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78218

Description
On Sunday, March 14, 2021, CBS aired the 63rd Grammy Award show where Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion performed WAP, which stands for "Wet Ass Pussy", live on national television. The lewd song was accompanied by lewd acts on stage.
Ticket: # 4624684 - WOP ON THE GRAMMY'S
Date: 3/16/2021 1:52:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Chatham, Illinois 62629

Description
WOP THE SONG BEING LIVE OF THE GRAMMY'S.
NOT FAMILY FRIENDLY AT ALL. NOT WHAT YOUNG LADIES NEED TO SEE AT ALL
SOMETHING NEEDS TO BE DONE. NO DR SUESS BUT YOU CAN WATCH TO FEMALES
GRIDING AND RUBBING EACHOTHER ON LIVE TV. JUST HORRIBLE
Ticket: # 4624702 - Grammy's complaint
Date: 3/16/2021 1:55:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Ocilla, Georgia 31774

Description
Consumer is not okay with the Grammys presentation with Cardi B.
That was an absolute disgrace.
The FCC should take action.
***CTR404-phone***
Ticket: # 4624711 - Grammy Awards on CBS

Date: 3/16/2021 1:56:19 PM
City/State/Zip: China, Michigan 48054

Description
The "entertainment" on this show was vulgar and highly sexualized. It was totally inappropriate for kids and offensive to myself as an adult. The "video" about the police shooting was HIGHLY offensive and completely biased and untruthful. The Cardi and Megan debaucle was disgusting and appropriate only for the Playboy channel. CBS needs to be censured and fined for putting this garbage on TV.
Ticket: # 4624725 - Grammy's porn show

Date: 3/16/2021 1:58:04 PM  
City/State/Zip: Traverse City, Michigan 49685

Description
This type of programming is offensive and shouldn't be tolerated on main stream channels.
Ticket: # 4624729 - The Grammy Awards, 3/15/2021, on CBS

Date: 3/16/2021 1:58:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Lynnwood, Washington 98087-9112
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I work in a counseling office whose patients include children to adults of any age. The content of last evening's Grammy event included visually pornographic material which was not only offensive, but potentially injurious to anyone including young family members. This is NOT to be tolerated on family TV networks. It will be a serious dereliction of your duties if you do not investigate and fine CBS. Commissioner Ajit Pai, please respond.
Ticket: # 4624761 - Grammy Performances

Date: 3/16/2021 2:03:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Slidell, Louisiana 70461

Description
The performance by Cardi B on the Grammy’s was something that should have had, at the very least, a parental warning. It was something that you see in a strip club and definitely not on prime-time public television.
Description
Consumer would like to file a complaint about the Grammy's. There was inappropriate behavior and was not acceptable during a time when children were watching. It was bad behavior.
There are plenty of places to put that information online, it doesn't belong on prime time TV.
Consumer has OTA TV with an antenna.
***CTR404-phone***
Ticket: # 4624813 - 2021 grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 2:13:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Concord, Ohio 44077
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
Absolutely disgusting! Trash like that should be rated R..
My kids watch that crap. Great example for our children to watch! So disgusting! I will never watch that again! Screw this! This country is going to pieces with this entertainment!
Ticket: # 4624872 - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 2:27:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Clarksville, Tennessee 37042

Description
I am appalled that CBS allowed such a vulgar song WAP by Cardi B (please look up the words) and a vulgar display by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion to be allowed on public television. I do hope someone is held accountable for this and steps are taken to ensure it never happens again.
Ticket: # 4624901 - 2021 Grammys Performance - CBS - 3/14/21
Date: 3/16/2021 2:32:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Cape Coral, Florida 33904

Description
The Cardi B performance broadcast on CBS was completely inappropriate and obviously a challenge to the FCC. The FCC needs to take immediate action to ensure similar future debacles are avoided. Obviously network TV (specifically CBS) feels that standards don’t matter. I’m following this issue and will write to my representatives here in FL to voice my outrage at both CBS and the FCC’s lowered standards.
Ticket: # 4624913 - CBS Grammy
Date: 3/16/2021 2:33:30 PM  
City/State/Zip: Temecula, California 92591

Description
Soft porn on a prime time network. It was nasty. CBS allowed a feature a song called WAP. We all know what that stands for and they acted it out very graphically on stage. Disgusting. Skinamax worthy.
Ticket: # 4624931 - Cardi B Grammy performance

Date: 3/16/2021 2:36:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
The Grammy performance of Cardi B was disgusting and not appropriate for public TV during a time when children will be watching. This highly sexual performance on a purple bed with satin sheets left very little to the imagination. Two women simulating sex/contact with their private area was revolting. My family can no longer watch the Grammys together due to the graphic content.

What is being done to correct this?
Ticket: # 4624949 - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 2:40:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Louis, Missouri 63108

Description
I want to file a complaint against the Grammy broadcast and the filth that it broadcast. Since when can women, nearly naked, gyrating to WAP, singing wet and performing sex acts in a bed on TV be considered art? This is disgusting even if it wasn't on primetime. But, it was on primetime. This lude behaviour should not be allowed on public TV. CBS and the Grammys should be fined for this.
Ticket: # 4624957 - porn on Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 2:41:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Vineyard, Utah 84059
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
The lesbian simulated sex performance on the Grammy’s was the most disgusting display of indecency, pornography, and bad TASTE I HAVE EVER SEEN ON PRIME TIME TV. This portrayal needs to be censored under FCC rules and the promoters of the venue and the stations that aired it proscecuted.
Ticket: # 4624971 - Inappropriate content

Date: 3/16/2021 2:43:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Paron, Arkansas 72122

Description
Watching the Grammys Award Show this weekend was terrible. I was offended by the crude content on public TV during primetime. It is amazing how crude and distasteful the programs are allowed to perform for songs and television. I am referring to the worst example of singer Cardi B and singer Megan Thee Stallion singing the song WAP. Even the so called "clean" version was very nasty.
Ticket: # 4624973 - offensive tv programs and commercials

Date: 3/16/2021 2:43:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Greensburg, Pennsylvania 15601

Description
I found the so called dancing on the GRAMMYS in very poor taste, skimpy & revealing clothing and suggestive dancing. This and many commercials are completely out of hand. Let's tighten the reins!
Ticket: # 4625005 - CBS Grammy award show
Date: 3/16/2021 2:54:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Eastlake, Ohio 44095

Description
Simulated lesbian sex on an oversized bed. How can this be acceptable on network television while we are afraid to let our children read a Dr. Seuss book? The entire nine minutes were beyond the pale including lyrics and actions.
Ticket: # 4625036 - Obscene performance

Date: 3/16/2021 3:00:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Easley, South Carolina 29640

Description
I want CBS fined for the obscene display they aired live on the Grammy Awards Sunday night, to wit the Cardi B porn display of "WAP". I also believe all radio stations that play that disgusting, obscene, profanity filled excuse for a song should also be fined to the maximum.
Ticket: # 4625101 - Grammy's
Date: 3/16/2021 3:12:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Owensboro, Kentucky 42303

Description
Porn on prime time TV is NOT ACCEPTABLE!!!!!!!!!! That was an assault on family and home!!!
Ticket: # 4625107 - Lewd Behavior on CBS televised Grammy Awards

Date: 3/16/2021 3:12:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Milton, Florida 32583

Description
I am wondering why CBS was allowed to show the lewd behavior on the Grammys showing 2 women engaging in sexual acts and chanting obscene, sexually explicit lyrics including the "F" word. This should not be on network television and in fact I thought it was illegal.
Ticket: # 4625232 - The Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 3:38:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Fair Oaks, California 95628

Description
On Sunday night March 14th 2021
Two singers sang a song called WAP
She filed a complaint with the TV station
The show had porn and humping the floor
I will assist the consumer in filing a complaint
The show was aired at 5pm
Ticket: # 4625254 - 2021 Grammy Awards
Date: 3/16/2021 3:41:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Owasso, Oklahoma 74055-7727

Description
The pornographic performances of Cardi B and Megan The Stallion were absolutely repulsive and indecent. This type of stuff should not be allowed on broadcast television. Please ensure appropriate measures are in place to prevent it in the future.
Ticket: # 4625280 - Cardi B song WAP
Date: 3/16/2021 3:46:29 PM
City/State/Zip: North Pole, Alaska 99705

Description
Seeing the lyrics of this song alone make it one of the most disgusting songs I have ever seen. I cannot understand how this in good conscience be aired on TV or the Radio. See for yourself and determine how in these times we find it morally ok to air this. I said, certified freak
Seven days a week
Wet-ass pussy
Make that pull-out game weak, woo (ah)
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
Beat it up, nigga, catch a charge
Extra large and extra hard
Put this pussy right in your face
Swipe your nose like a credit card
Hop on top, I wanna ride
I do a kegel while it's inside
Spit in my mouth, look in my eyes
This pussy is wet, come take a dive
Tie me up like I'm surprised
Let's role play, I'll wear a disguise
I want you to park that big Mack truck
Right in this little garage
Make it cream, make me scream
Out in public, make a scene
I don't cook, I don't clean
But let me tell you how I got this ring… More
Ticket: # 4625298 - Grammy Awards Show on CBS

Date: 3/16/2021 3:49:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Beavercreek, Ohio 45431

Description
The Grammy Show was filled with filth. How can this be shown on public TV? I never let my children watch any awards shows because they are usually filled with half-dressed women. Where are our morals going??
Ticket: # 4625313 - Grammy Awards Show on CBS  
Date: 3/16/2021 3:51:49 PM  
City/State/Zip: Beavercreek, Ohio 45431

Description
The Grammy Show was filled with filth. How can this be shown on public TV? I never let my children watch any awards shows because they are usually filled with half-dressed women. Where are our morals going??
Ticket: # 4625318 - Grammy's and WAP performance

Date: 3/16/2021 3:52:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Lawrence, Kansas 66047

Description
CBS should be fined for the disgusting and offensive Grammy show. Cardi B's performance of W.A.P. personifies what is wrong. This is a low water mark for TV.
Ticket: # 4625408 - Sexually explicit performance

Date: 3/16/2021 4:08:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Oregonia, Ohio 45054
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
3-14-21 the Grammy awards show allowed Cardi B to perform a song with inappropriate lyrics, in skimpy attire, performing graphic sexual acts with another female. This was during prime time and was not family appropriate. This should not be allowed.
Ticket: # 4625428 - Obscene, Indecency, on Prime Time T.V.
Date: 3/16/2021 4:14:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85032

Description
Obscene sexual acts between 2 females during Prime Time television on CBS during the Grammy Awards and should not be allowed at all on regular television, but especially during Prime Time. This was between the hours of 5:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Ticket: # 4625473 - CBS and Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 4:22:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050

Description
CBS aired two women groping and grinding on each other on a big purple bed while saying the N Word, the P word and singing about how wet they are while basically performing a striptease routine on the Grammy stage. WHY have you not issued them a hefty fine?
Ticket: # 4625479 - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 4:23:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Redondo Beach, California 90278

Description
The consumer wants all CBS affiliates and everyone else that broadcasted the Grammys to be fined. This is unacceptable he has a 16 year old daughter that was watching next to him and it was gross and not appropriate.
***CTR-415***
Ticket: # 4625540 - Obscene and indecent programming by Cardi B and Megan the stallion

Date: 3/16/2021 4:35:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Tampa, Florida 33609
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
Performance during Grammy awards aired on CBS/WTSP by Cardi B and Megan thee stallion was obscene. They performed a song with the acronym of WAP on stage and proceeded to mimic obscene erotica and sexually explicit sex acts. There was no warning of obscene performances forthcoming and I was offended this obscene pornographic performance was allowed to aire on network television.
Ticket: # 4625593 - TV Indecency
Date: 3/16/2021 4:46:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Yorktowne, Virginia 23690

Description
She is offended by the dancing performed on the Grammys. It was too provocative for family night TV. ***CTR 381-Phone***
Ticket: # 4625616 - The Grammy's
Date: 3/16/2021 4:51:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Ft Worth, Texas 76224

Description
CBS should not have allowed the trash performances of Cardi B and Megan The Stallion. Their displays of vulgarity and sexual nature in performance should not be allowed on an awards show that families are possibly watching together. The act that NOBODY at CBS found them inappropriate is disturbing and pathetic.
Ticket: # 4625639 - WAP on CBS
Date: 3/16/2021 4:53:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Tonganoxie, Kansas 66086

Description
How is WAP even allowed to be aired on TV? Is this not in violation of FCC regulations? I didn't watch it but many elementary aged children now know what WAP is in a "Save the Children" culture!
Ticket: # 4625692 - 2021 Grammy’s on CBS
Date: 3/16/2021 5:04:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Goodyear, Arizona 85338
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
The WAP show was the most disgusting, vile program degrading women that I’ve seen in a while on a highly televised show. Please use some kind of decency in programming. This is not suitable for family viewing!
Ticket: # 4625739 - Indecent Content - Grammy Award Show

Date: 3/16/2021 5:17:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Fenton, Missouri 63026

Description
Good afternoon
I am filing an FCC complaint regarding the Grammy Award Show. I hope by now you have received thousands of complaints on the disgusting performance by CardiB and Meghan Thee. It was the most offensive thing I have ever seen on primetime TV, especially as a woman. That was worse than the Adam Lammert performance several years ago which just about ruined his career. I hope the FCC fines everyone involved and forces them to perform hours of sensitivity training for using bad judgement and allowing this kind of skank performances to air during primetime.

Thank you for your time

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 4625769 - Grammy Awards aired 3/14/2021 oil CBS vulgar, pornographic in nature.
Date: 3/16/2021 5:22:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Naples, Florida 34109

Description
The PRIME TIME broadcast of CBS Television's "The Grammy Awards" was loaded with vulgar and lude images as well as a song by 'artist' (a term used loosely) Cardi B of her song (another term used loosely) WAP. If you read the lyrics to this song you'll see it clearly had no place on network television. The dancers gyrated on stripper poles and women simulated sex acts on a gigantic bed. How this ever made air on CBS I will never guess.
Description
Last year's show was horrible featuring Cardi B and her bed, but this year was even worse. This is prime time tv with younger viewers. The song and the dancing was degrading to women. Will not continue to watch this programming unless CBS raises its standards.
Ticket: # 4625834 - Grammy award show
Date: 3/16/2021 5:40:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Riverton, Utah 84065

Description
The Cardi B performance at the Grammy Award show was borderline pornography. Our children should not be subject to this garbage on network television. Where are the standards in broadcast television, and where is the enforcement.
Ticket: # 4625873 - Grammys on CBS
Date: 3/16/2021 5:53:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Worcester, Massachusetts 01602

Description
Two half naked woman humping each other on National TV was completely disgusting. Do your job, stop this crap on the Grammys. This telecast should be on a porn site not a national broadcast channel. Shame on you FCC, do your job! This award show continues to digress every year, enough is enough.
Ticket: # 4625892 - Golden Globe Awards Show
Date: 3/16/2021 5:58:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Granbury, Texas 76048
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Megan and Cardi B performance was an x-rated porn style performance and not something I would ever want my family to see again ....
Ticket: # 4625908 - Cardi B
Date: 3/16/2021 6:05:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Murrells Inlet, South Carolina 29576

Description
I am appalled and offended by the lyrics of Cardi B’s song W.A.P. On the Grammys. They are vulgar, disgusting, and pornographic. Words such as nigga and f...... should not be allowed on prime time network television! Please take such garbage off our airwaves.
Ticket: # 4625928 - The Grammy's pornographic broadcast.

Date: 3/16/2021 6:10:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Fountain, Colorado 80817

Description
The performance of the song "Wet A** P*****" was an absolute garbage. This was a family broadcast, shown in prime time expressing blatant sexual content not suitable for children or adolescents. It should not have been aired on live television. Small impressionable minds were watching nation wide both male and female. Disgraceful garbage.
Ticket: # 4625938 - Grammy awards last Sunday on CBS

Date: 3/16/2021 6:11:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Austin, Texas 78745

Description
I was dumbfounded at the almost nakes dancers immulating sex acts on live tv. How is it possible this was allowed to air on prime time TV?
Ticket: # 4625990 - Megan Thee & Cardi B’s Grammy Performance
Date: 3/16/2021 6:22:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Prosper, Texas 75078
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Totally disgusted that you would allow this to air on network television! My 16 year old daughter is an aspiring musician and actress & I am deeply saddened that our family will no longer be watching future Grammy Awards shows! Just TOO FAR! WOW! What isn’t off limits anymore! Totally ashamed for what you are allowing to come into so many homes under your definition of “normal.” Not on my watch!
Description
I think the performance by Cardi B and Meghan Thee Stallion was DISGUSTING and TASTELESS. Their vulgar display should not be aired during PRIMETIME. If the academy insists on showing such a performance it should be later, like 8:00-9:00 p.m., or later. I will not be watching this awards ceremony ever again. I'm disappointed that the producers allowed this display to be aired... what, do they think that this is what the audience wants to see; they're dead wrong. Please monitor better... isn't that your job? Thank you!
Ticket: # 4626015 - Grammy Award Show

Date: 3/16/2021 6:28:05 PM
City/State/Zip: League City, Texas 77573

Description
The porno like performance on this show is horrible!!! There are children that can see this. It was extremely inappropriate.
Ticket: # 4626022 - CardiB / Grammys performance

Date: 3/16/2021 6:30:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Va Beach, Virginia 23455

Description
It's absolutely INSANE that FCC let that act get by on Tv. I shouldn't have to recap here how wrong it is. DO YOUR JOB !!!
Ticket: # 4626030 - Pornagraphic lyrics
Date: 3/16/2021 6:33:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Catawba, South Carolina 29704

Description
The rap song WAP was played across the airwave at the Grammy awards. As a woman I am offended by the lyrics and the dancers as well as the artist. Please remove this sort of “music”
Ticket: # 4626041 - Grammy awards show
Date: 3/16/2021 6:39:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Longmont, Colorado 80501

Description
The entertainment by Cardi B emulated a sex act on CBS. The language was also offensive. The network should not have allowed the entertainment. Cardi B should not be allowed to perform on public forum.
Ticket: # 4626087 - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 6:55:09 PM
City/State/Zip: League City, Texas 77573

Description
Grammys on tv last night was disgusting. How can you allow a stripper porn act on tv when little kids watch. Do your jobs and make sure tv is at least a bit decent for family’s.
Ticket: # 4626105 - Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 7:01:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Livonia, Michigan 48152

Description
The Grammys award show is getting out of hand with their entertainment...Totally inappropriate for children and to be honest, Most adults don't want to see the porn show/stripper dance entertainment! Tighten up the reigns around what is acceptable and MAYBE people will eventually in again...
Ticket: # 4626111 - CBS airing of the Grammy Awards
Date: 3/16/2021 7:04:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Glendora, California 91740

Description
CBS - Disgusting filth that should never, ever be aired on prime time TV. How is this even possible & who thought this was a good idea? NOT ENTERTAINMENT.
Description
How could you allow the Cardi B performance. It was absolutely disgusting and should have been considered pornography.
Description
The recent Grammys were complete garbage and the WAP performance was a disgrace to women and to the music profession and to music fans. I mean, seriously?? Let's ban Dr. Seuss on children's behalf, but let them watch such garbage on The Grammys, CBS should be fined for allowing such sexual content inappropriate for children. Sending the message to little girls, "It's OK to be a whore" in not acceptable.
Ticket: # 4626180 - Pornography on Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 7:28:18 PM

City/State/Zip: Columbus, Ohio 43209

Description
So apparently you can have two girls grinding on prime time, and not receive censure by the FCC. Do you guys do anything anymore or is this just "art"?
Ticket: # 4626198 - Grammy Awards CBS
Date: 3/16/2021 7:39:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Jc, Tennessee 37601

Description
CBS had an almost pornographic performance on tv Sunday night. Cardi B sang a filthy song and the whole aspect was bordering on being pornographic. WAP was the song. It was lewd.
Ticket: # 4626250 - Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 7:56:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75230

Description
The simulated lesbian sex dance was very offensive and has caused consternation and harm to my family! If the FCC fails to prohibit such programming we will soon have pornography on our home TVs.
Ticket: # 4626281 - Grammys complaint

Date: 3/16/2021 8:09:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Aurora, Colorado 80013

Description
The Grammys violated the FCC's regulations against offensive and indecent content with Cardi B's "performance". It was obscene.
Ticket: # 4626314 - Grammy awards
Date: 3/16/2021 8:37:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Punta Gorda, Florida 33983
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
Disgusting pornographic display featuring the song WAP or Wet Ass Pussy - not appropriate for network television! This is not a problem with my tv service provider. This is a gross mistake on the part of the network airing the Grammys!
Ticket: # 4626328 - Grammy Obscen

Date: 3/16/2021 8:46:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089

Description
The Carni B lyrics and pornographic 'dancing' were on prime time tv. It was vile and disgusting and had no place on tv.
Ticket: # 4626348 - Pornographic material broadcasted on prime time television
Date: 3/16/2021 9:01:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Linden, Michigan 48451

Description
I'd like to file a report against the Grammys and Cardi B and all television networks that supplied pornographic materials on major cable networks. Cardi B's disgusting performance shoved down our throats for all to see including children is unacceptable and indecent. Vulgar lyrics, half-naked people and replication of vulgar sex acts on cable television is a disgrace.
Ticket: # 4626359 - CBS Grammy Awards Show on March 14, 2021

Date: 3/16/2021 9:11:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Oregon 97478
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The performance by Cardi B should never had been shown. Especially during prime time. It was full of disgust and porn related. Even the words were filth! The whole thing should have been blocked out!!
Description
The display by Cardi B and her performance of the WAP song was pornography without nudity. It is disgusting that this is allowed but Dr. Seuss, Mr. Potato Head and Pepe La Pue are cancelled. The network and the “artist” should be held accountable.
Description
I watched a brief bit of the Grammy's. Degenerate. Pornographic. I have already contacted my Congressmen to defund at least a portion of the FCC since you don't do anything.
Description
The Grammy show this year went beyond distasteful to borderline porn. The Grammy Award show has always been something for the entire family to look forward to and watch, but this year’s show was unsuitable for anyone under 18. Ninety percent of the comments I have seen have been negative, so please know that this is not what the majority of the public wants. And hopefully this will not happen in the future.
Ticket: # 4626402 - GRAMMYS OBSCENE
Date: 3/16/2021 9:48:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Bluefield, West Virginia 24701

Description
What a shame that such obscenity, nudity, etc. was allowed to be broadcast on CBS and prime time at that! We did not watch the show, but have seen clips enough to know how vile it was! So we get rid of Mr. Potato head but allow such obscenity at the flip of a switch! Sad! I hope the Fcc takes action on this and what is being allowed to infiltrate our TV programming!

Sincerely,
(b) (6)
Ticket: # 4626410 - Wet Ass Pussy performance at the grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 9:51:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Goshen, Indiana 46526

Description
Degraded to women. Over sexualized for television. Soft porn for the world to see
Ticket: # 4626411 - Objectionable Content- Grammys 2021
Date: 3/16/2021 9:51:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Owasso, Oklahoma 74055
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The content exposed during the Grammys 2021 went way over the limit during prime time tv. It was not suitable for children or young adults. This should be considered pornagraphic filth! Books are banned from our libraries- this should be banned also!
Ticket: # 4626423 - Pornographic Indecency on a live network broadcast

Date: 3/16/2021 10:00:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Montgomery, Alabama 36117

Description
CardiB and Megan thee Stallion's grotesque, pornographic performance during CBS's 14 Mar Grammy Award Broadcast.
Ticket: # 4626424 - The Grammys Cardi B, and Megan Thee Stallions performance

Date: 3/16/2021 10:00:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Elderado, Ohio 45321

Description
Dear to who ever reads this

The performance of the song WAP by Megan The Stallion was inappropriate to the highest level and CBS should face the Law. The Grammys used to be a nice family oriented event. Suitable for about all ages. Have a female twerk on another females face is uncalled for. On one of the Nation's largest broadcasting networks. My Grandmother leaves CBS on the TV 24/7. What if to say grandparents fall asleep while the Grammys are on. The children start twerking on each others facing. Parents will ask the children why are you doing that and the children will reply they're dancing. That's just one example of many that could cause children to see such faul things. It will teach them to be like the kids on "Cuties" from Netflix. THIS IS NOT OKAY!!!

Thank you
Ticket: # 4626440 - Indecency

Date: 3/16/2021 10:17:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Timnath, Colorado 80547

Description
Cardi B's performance was not appropriate for network TV.
Ticket: # 4626444 - CBS should be fined for the filth aired at the Grammys

Date: 3/16/2021 10:20:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Hamilton, Montana 59840

Description
CBS should be fined for the filth aired at the Grammys. This type of disgusting filth should never be allowed on our public airways and those responsible need to be held accountable!
Ticket: # 4626451 - Obscene and Indecent TV programming

Date: 3/16/2021 10:27:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Tewksbury, Massachusetts 01876

Description
I would like to see CBS fined for airing the Obscene and Indecent performance by Cardi B on the Grammy's.
Description
Completely inappropriate to televise the performance of WAP! It was basically a display of Lesbian sex scene. Totally inappropriate by FCC standards and prime time television! How could you approve such indecent content.
Ticket: # 4626465 - Indecency
Date: 3/16/2021 10:35:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Edgerton, Ohio 43517

Description
The Grammy Awards show aired content that was indecent and pornographic. Better censorship is warranted, and reprimands for airing such content.
Ticket: # 4626470 - WAP on television

Date: 3/16/2021 10:37:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Livonia, New York 14487

Description
At the grammy awards, as Meghan the Stallion twerked in a thong with her backside to the camera, and simulated sex positions, and Cardi B sang the lyrics to WAP while on a stripper pole both in costumes that were scant.....did you hear the lyrics to WAP???? How were they ever allowed to sing that without a huge fine???? When you can't even say most 4-letter words on tv, allowing this smut and pornographic lyrics in prime time is crazy, We turned it off, but never should have been exposed to it on a family network. I hope you look up the lyrics to WAP and fine the Grammy producers bigtime; to do anything less is unfair to all those who adhere to the rules on language on regular network television. See https://www.bing.com/search?q=lyrics%20to%20WAP&qs=n&form=QBRE&sp=-1&ghc=1&pq=lyrics%20to%20wap&sc=8-13&sk=&cvid=C91A1F3E103D474387764448579685FD
Ticket: # 4626477 - The Grammys
Date: 3/16/2021 10:39:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Norwich, Connecticut 06360

Description
How the hell dare you not hold CBS accountable for the obscenity that was played Sunday involving Crappy B and her offensive garbage known as WAP? Whose pockets are you in??
Ticket: # 4626478 - TV Broadcast

Date: 3/16/2021 10:39:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Okeechobee, Florida 34974

Description
Clips of the Sunday night Grammy Awards depict what one might expect to see in an adults only show, not on a mainstream prime time show when children are watching. Even for adults, this was disgusting. Please do your job FCC and demand that the media clean up its act.
Ticket: # 4626485 - Grammys X rated tradh
Date: 3/16/2021 10:43:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Overland Park, Kansas 66212

Description
I'm so tired of seeing X rated content on the super bowl, Grammies and other major televised events.

Please have more warnings or better yet stop allowing the perverted trash to be aired in the first place.

What are you guys doing? Because X rated homosexual sex acts on stage is not tv viewing I want in my household.

Please do something.
Description
The whole performance was and I inappropriate. Noteably when she said on live TV fuck this wet as P***y. I will NEVER watch CBS or the grammys again. It is sad that they felt like this was acceptable on PUBLIC non cable TV. Its digusting
Description
Cardi B performance during Grammys was incredibly explicit, obscene, inappropriate. This is a program advertised as family appropriate, however the performance referenced was for mature audiences only and was quite disturbing and offensive. We keep seeing explicit programming often in musical performance such as Grammys or NFL halftime for example, made for a family audience, that are not family friendly. Extremely explicit content like this should not be allowed unless rated as for a mature audience only.
Ticket: # 4626524 - Grammys “WAP” performance

Date: 3/16/2021 11:08:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Santa Rosa, California 95407

Description
This performance and song was absolutely disturbing and confusing for my young one to watch. How is this allowed on national television?
Ticket: # 4626526 - sexual content on Grammy awards
Date: 3/16/2021 11:17:32 PM
City/State/Zip: San Marcos, California 92078

Description
I want to complain about the inappropriate sexual content that we're on the Grammy awards Sunday March 14 2021. This was during the prime time hours and they had disgusting display of pole dancing half-dressed women doing inappropriate things to each other on stage.
The sexual display of Cardi B was sickening.
Ticket: # 4626554 - 2021 Grammy awards

Date: 3/16/2021 11:37:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Tustin, California 92782

Description
The performance by Cardinal B during the prime time telecast of the Grammy awards was offensive and should have been at a later time slot. The sexually explicit lyrics and movements needed a disclaimer which was not given. The producer and cardi B need to be fined.
Description
The Grammy performance of WAP was UNSAFE for minors (all kids and young adults). It was visually porn on display for families. It humiliates the female body and disrespects their beauty by wap’s explicit sexual vulgarity. How will young minds view people? Will this help respect for the mind and soul of each person? Or will it provoke physical abuse and sex trafficking even more? The Grammys should be safe for families to watch. FCC needs to enforce family and young viewers.
Ticket: # 4626569 - Indecent TV broadcast  
Date: 3/16/2021 11:49:57 PM  
City/State/Zip: Buena Vista, Colorado 81211

Description  
The performance by Carli B at the Grammys was indecent vile smut and everyone involved in this airing on primetime TV should be fined.  
Here are the lyrics to her performance.  
I said, certified freak  
Seven days a week  
Wet-ass pussy  
Make that pull-out game weak, woo (ah)  
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah  
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy  
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy  
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy  
Beat it up, nigga, catch a charge  
Extra large and extra hard  
Put this pussy right in your face  
Swipe your nose like a credit card  
Hop on top, I wanna ride  
I do a kegel while it's inside  
Spit in my mouth, look in my eyes  
This pussy is wet, come take a dive  
Tie me up like I'm surprised  
Let's role play, I'll wear a disguise  
I want you to park that big Mack truck  
Right in this little garage  
Make it cream, make me scream  
Out in public, make a scene  
I don't cook, I don't clean  
But let me tell you how I got this ring…
Ticket: # 4626574 - Grammy Award Show
Date: 3/16/2021 11:52:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Surprise, Arizona 85387

Description
Permitting Cardi B and Meg Thee Stallion to perform WAP on TV was beyond disgusting. Since when is “Wet Ass Pussy” and bumping and grinding permitted during a prime time network show while children are watching? Unbelievable!
Ticket: # 4626581 - CBS airing cardi b wap song
Date: 3/16/2021 11:56:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Woodside, New York 11377
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I do not understand how the Grammys were allowed to air on prime time television. CBS should not be allowed to broadcast this filth with young children having access to regular tv viewing. There should be safeguards that prevent that pornographic performance of the WAP song. I could not believe what I was seeing when I went in to my daughters room.
Ticket: # 4626582 - Grammy 2021
Date: 3/16/2021 11:56:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Ranchocucamonga, California 91730

Description
WE THE PUBLIC SHOULD HAVE WARNED WITH A RATING ON 2021 GRAMMY REGARDING THE SEXUAL SITUATION BETWEEN CARDI B AND STALLION. IT WAS INAPPROPRIATE FOR CHILDREN TO WATCH. IT SUGGESTED ORAL SEX, SEX BETWEEN 2 WOMEN, SEXUAL POSITION. MIND YOU TO EACH HIS OWN BUT THIS WARRENTED A WARNING AND RATING!!!!!
Ticket: # 4626590 - The Grammys - Cardi B WAP performance

Date: 3/17/2021 12:09:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Montgomery, Texas 77316

Description
The explicit performance and lyrics played on the Grammys is inappropriate, sexually explicit and vulgar. It should not be televised nor played on any media or radio.
Ticket: # 4626605 - Grammy Show Cardi B WAP "Wet Ass Pussy"

Date: 3/17/2021 12:39:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Sugar Land, Texas 77478
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
CBS Grammy Show broadcast of Cardi B & Stallion singing this disgusting song along with the lesbian act on the bed. This was PRIME TIME. At the very least there should have been a warning about the sexually explicit song and act!!!
Ticket: # 4626609 - Grammy awards pornography

Date: 3/17/2021 12:43:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Topeka, Kansas 66605
Company Complaining About: Network Tv

Description
The Cardi B performance on the Grammys was foul, disgusting, vile and inappropriate. This day of everything being cancelled yet this crap is allowed to be shown?
Ticket: # 4626615 - 2021 Grammy’s
Date: 3/17/2021 12:51:04 AM
City/State/Zip: League City, Texas 77573

Description
The performance by Megan Thee Stallion and Carbi B was very raunchy and very inappropriate for network prime time tv. This performance should’ve been taken off the air as soon as all the @$$ shaking started.
Ticket: # 4626618 - the grammys and cardi b
Date: 3/17/2021 12:54:47 AM
City/State/Zip: Tomball, Texas 77375

Description
I am completely offended that CBS allowed the sexually explicit performance of Cardi B singing her song "Wet Ass Pussy" with zero filters on the Grammys on 3/14/2021. Are you kidding me?? Children across America were forced to watch this filth on PRIME TIME!!! The public wants an apology immediately! I want an apology! This is shameful and you allowed CBS to air this!!
Ticket: # 4626625 - Grammy’s
Date: 3/17/2021 12:56:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Weatherford, Texas 76086

Description
Provocative dress, dancing and lyrics, the Grammy’s included soft porn, especially during the WAP performance, but many more too.
Ticket: # 4626636 - Grammys
Date: 3/17/2021 1:02:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Yes another Grammys complaint. There should be hundreds of thousands of people complaining. Cardi B and Megan thee stallions performance were beyond sexually inappropriate and obscene. The FCC knows that, they have common sense. What will they do about? Anything? Maybe they need to be on probation and have their next show approved first. So you would be fine with your daughter, granddaughter, son, husband or grandma watching that- being as it obtained a G rating.! The fines networks have been given in the past are a joke! You think $25,000 hits purse of a multimillionaire enterprise? Hit them hard in the pocketbook, and Cardi B and Megan and everyone involved that clearly new it was wrong. What will you do? The world will be watching.
I was watching the Grammys on CBS on March 15, 2021 with my 10 and 12 year old Grandsons. The performance by Cardi B was the closest thing to pornography that I've seen on network. Something should be done about this. All they had to do was look at the name of the song and look at the words and they would have known that it wasn't fit for a 30 year old no less 10 and 12 year old boys. You should be able to do something, you are supposed to take care of these things.
Ticket: # 4626648 - 2021 Grammy Porn Show on CBS
Date: 3/17/2021 1:06:29 AM
City/State/Zip: Mont Belvieu, Texas 77580
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
Disgusting filth!
Description
I was absolutely horrified (as was every single person I know) that CBS allowed Cardi B and Megan the Stallion to perform in such a filthy, provocative way and sing such a disgusting song during prime time (or ANY TIME for that matter). Does no one screen these performances before airing them? The name of the song was WAP which stands for Wet Ass Pussy, and the lyrics were disgusting and offensive. CBS as well as the Grammy Awards need to be held accountable.
So sorry you are allowing programs to contribute to the corruption of our country. Shame on you. I'll pray for you. Sad.
Ticket: # 4626680 - Grammys
Date: 3/17/2021 2:14:43 AM
City/State/Zip: Broken Arrow, Oklahoma 74012

Description
Wondering why FCC allowed the Cardi B performance to air? Is this what our children need to be watching? Wet Ass Pussy is not appropriate for Primetime. Grammys need an MA rating, as well as any other show that shouldn't be seen by a family with children!
Ticket: # 4626691 - CBS Grammy Show 2021
Date: 3/17/2021 2:41:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Tampa, Florida 33647

Description
I found the act by the Artist Cardi B to be unfit for general public, primetime TV. It was not only done in poor taste, but was offensive. CBS and other broadcasters should not be allowed to show this type of sexually suggestive content on TV. Put it behind an age controlled website with a warning. I should be able to watch the Grammy with my young daughters and not have to worry about the degrading activities unfit for General public consumption.
Disgraceful and outraged that I saw this filth on the Grammy Awards. 2 women on the bed seen, I stepped away for a minute and witness my children watching this garbage. I obviously changed the channel immediately. I would like to file a lawsuit because this aired with subject warning. Never watch again. We are a Christian home and are in disgust and harassed with this garbage.
Ticket: # 4626699 - Complaint: Directv Discriminatory and Illegal Business Practices

Date: 3/17/2021 2:54:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30349

Description

Since the beginning of my services with Directv, it has engaged in unlawful ’s practices against me to include price gouging, cramming, excessive fees and switch and bait. Specifically, each month, I receive bills for $200, $300 and $400 for a package that is not all inclusive. I have made periodic complaints regarding the unreasonable fees, prices, penalties. I have also complained that my monthly fees are a switch from when I was baited into becoming a Directv customer.

Additionally, I am continuously experiencing LOUD COMMERCIALS from Directv . I am experiencing this problem on every channel during all times of the day and night. The commercials are so loud that I am constantly being startled by the loud sudden sounds of commercials. This has interferes with my cardiac medical condition and my anxiety.

Ticket: # 4626721 - Grammy Awards 2021
Date: 3/17/2021 5:02:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Katy, Texas 77449

Description
This is a few days after the fact but I keep thinking about that gross lesbian scene with Cardi B and Megan on the Grammys. I swear it feels like I've been assaulted!! Can't someone be fined so things like that don't happen on the show you're watching?!
Ticket: # 4626737 - Grammy's

Date: 3/17/2021 6:45:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Gaines, Michigan 48436

Description
Cardi B's performance was far too sexualized.
Description
The performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion should have been considered a pornographic movie. It was degrading and disgusting to all women. It depicted two women simulating sex with disgusting lyrics. It should not have been allowed on TV.
Ticket: # 4626759 - Broadcast TV soft porn
Date: 3/17/2021 7:39:17 AM
City/State/Zip: Tyler, Texas 75703

Description
WAP performance was so vulgar it must violate some FCC indecency rules or they do not exist! I would like to know what the CBS fine will be?
Ticket: # 4626785 - Grammy Show

Date: 3/17/2021 8:03:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Castle Rock, Colorado 80109

Description
Disgusting explicit sexual verbiage and "stripping" on prime time television
Ticket: # 4626799 - Grammy proformance

Date: 3/17/2021 8:12:50 AM
City/State/Zip: New Paris, Indiana 46553

Description
The Grammys on cbs was a x-rated show when cardi b proformance of her song "WAP" which stands for wet ass pussy. It was disgusting to say the least. Why isn't cbs facing punishments for such an awful display on national TV?
Ticket: # 4626808 - Grammmys

Date: 3/17/2021 8:23:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Reynoldsville, Pennsylvania 15851

Description
I am appalled at the so called entertainment with the girls was acceptable viewing entertainment, when we are cancelling cartoons from 50 years ago! This is a disgrace!
Description
CBS should be fined after the obvious obscenities shown Sunday 03/14/21 on the Grammys between rappers Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion. No child should have been able to access and watch the disgusting nature that took place. They will argue its freedom of expression, or art, Im sure, but there is a time and place- and local basic television was neither. When youve got two women of power who young girls idolize basically having sex on stage is unacceptable.
Ticket: # 4626832 - Cardi B performance
Date: 3/17/2021 8:49:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70806

Description
I am OUTRAGED that Cardi B and Megan three stallion were allowed to not only SING THE LYRICS OF THE FILTHY SONG, but also reenact on stage during prime time hours on CBS. This was a XXX performance that kids all around the world watched. The song included Nigger, Pussy, re-enacted girl sex, and described sex in a filthy way. It is demoralizing to girls everywhere to be taught you have to f*ck someone in order to have school paid for or to buy a car. What’s that message? Prostitute yourself. This is OUTRAGEOUS.
Ticket: # 4626833 - Vulgar performance on the Grammy Awards

Date: 3/17/2021 8:50:13 AM
City/State/Zip: Reidsville, North Carolina 27320

Description
Caller wants to complain regarding the Grammy Awards. She states the lyrics to the song are vulgar. She feels it is nothing but Pornography. Primetime TV - this should not be allowed. She doesn't feel pornography is "expressing yourself" or should fall under First Amendment. She said it is absolutely Obscene, Profane and Obscene.
Ticket: # 4626885 - Grammy's
Date: 3/17/2021 9:27:19 AM
City/State/Zip: Diamond, Missouri 64840

Description
The porn act by Cardi b and Megan was disgusting and highly inappropriate. That was not entertainment, that was sexually inappropriate!! I had to send my grandchildren out of the room. That is the last time we will watch the Grammy's.
Ticket: # 4626910 - 2021 Grammy's Show filthy

Date: 3/17/2021 9:40:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Cranston0, Rhode Island 02910

Description
Cardi B sang an inappropriate sing WAP that my children and family were traumatized. The level of filth that was allowed to be sung deserves to stay in a strip club or pimps brothel of whores...not on TV!!
Ticket: # 4626923 - Indecent, Inappropriate, vile TV performance, prime time

Date: 3/17/2021 9:48:07 AM
City/State/Zip: Fairfax, Virginia 22032

Description
Grammy's 2021. Cardy B? and some other person performing sexually explicit acts and singing sexually explicit words on television and now I Can't Unsee this and want to throw up. Solve the problem? Cancel them. Fine them.
Ticket: # 4626925 - TV program
Date: 3/17/2021 9:48:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Wellborn, Florida 32094

Description
Grammy awards on NBC, inappropriate basically soft porn during prime time TV. Also the use of WAP dance and the meaning behind it.
Ticket: # 4626962 - Porn on the Grammys prime time TV

Date: 3/17/2021 10:01:03 AM
City/State/Zip: West Jordan, Utah 84088

Description
Grammy Awards in March had Cardi-b and another mimick sex acts on a set looking like a huge bed to a song that should not be allowed to be on a public prime time tv show. Children are subject to that crap and it is disgusting. I didn’t have to watch it. It was everywhere! This should not be allowed on prime time tv, and it should not be allowed to be re-broadcasted anywhere afterwards! It is porn and more poisen to our childrens mind! Please stop/fine tv platforms that allow this. Thank you!
Ticket: # 4626982 - indecency
Date: 3/17/2021 10:09:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89108

Description
How obscene was that performance! I am appaled at the sexually explicit performance that was broadcasted for all to see including kids. Cardi B and the other performer are glorifying abhorrent behavior for little kids. What are you going to do to prevent this from happening again? The TV station and performers should be charged with indecency and fined!!!
Ticket: # 4627008 - Grammys WAP disgrace

Date: 3/17/2021 10:15:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Phoienid, Arizona 85301
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
The sickening and degrading performance of the song WAP is a travesty. How can any one approve that to air on a family-friendly station?? Morality needs to be checked- bc this country has lost it. And you should be ashamed of yourselves. God help you.
Ticket: # 4627018 - Cardi B indecent performance at Grammys

Date: 3/17/2021 10:20:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Whittier, California 90602

Description
I'm incredibly appalled that her performance would be allowed on a nationally televised program such as the Grammy's. It is unacceptable and contemptable that CBS aired this X-rated song and performance. I want action to be done so this will not be tolerated again.
Ticket: # 4627025 - 2021 Grammys show

Date: 3/17/2021 10:21:39 AM
City/State/Zip: Ontario, California 91764
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
The performance of Cardi b and Megan the stallion was obscene. This type of entertainment should be on cable channel so as not to be viewed by impressionable children.
Ticket: # 4627026 - Cardi-B and Megan thee stallion grammy performance

Date: 3/17/2021 10:21:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Kinston, North Carolina 28504
Company Complaining About: Sudden Link

**Description**
This performance was COMPLETELY inappropriate, and the fees issued to the carrier of the Grammy's should be fined to maximum allotment and so should these "performers." This should have never aired, a or should have been IMMEDIATELY interrupted when the performance was all but naked females on stage. The "dance" was more offensive than what you see in a strip club. The FCC has truly forgotten that it was meant to defend against suggestive nature such as this.
Description
Megan Thee Stallion thinks that their type of performance is normal? I think the FCC has gone off the tracks over the last many years allowing more bad language, suggestive scenes, and from what I saw on news stories for the Grammys, a vulgar scene depicting lesbians writhing on stage in front of potentially millions. Is that what passes as acceptable entertainment now? No wonder the Grammys had so few people watching. Your organization is supposed to set standards for broadcast entertainment. Rlght. You are allowing stuff shown on TV that should be rated a heavy R or X. I think as a government entity, your organization needs to be scrapped and start over.
Description
Two performances on the Grammy awards were completely inappropriate for non-cable TV. There are young teens watching and the performers should be required to be fully clothed. The Megan Thee Stallion Ratchet song has inappropriate lyrics. And the CarbiB performance was x-rated as they were dancing on stripper poles. Costumes made to look like undergarments (bras and panties with hooks for the stockings) are not clothing and not appropriate for CBS TV.
How can CBS and the FCC allow this kind of content to be displayed on PRIME TIME TV. Women parading around the stage GRINDING on each other and talking about their WET ASS PUSSY?

This is disgusting and if we do not stand up in these difficult times when CANCEL CULTURE is taking over America and we allow this kind of behaviour to be shown to children, especially in impovershed areas, as an example of this being a societal norm then our new culture will be in the sewers in no time

GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER FCC AND DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS AND MAKE IT LOUD AND CLEAR!!!!
Ticket: # 4627070 - Complaint- The Grammys

Date: 3/17/2021 10:34:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77027

Description
The broadcast of Cardi B and Megan The Stallion at The Grammys was NOT appropriate for national television! This was totally indecent!
Ticket: # 4627081 - Television Indecency Complaint
Date: 3/17/2021 10:39:15 AM

Description
From: [redacted]
Date: March 16, 2021 at 11:02:56 AM EDT
Subject: Grammy performance

I cannot believe you allowed the vulgar performance and singing of WAP on national TV.

Might as well let porn be on tv

--

Ole Miss Rebels
Ticket: # 4627091 - The Grammys
Date: 3/17/2021 10:43:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Renton, Washington 98056

Description
that performance with Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion was inappropriate for TV. What kind of a country do we live in when Pepe le pew is considered offensive and two chicks flopping on the ground like that air humping is entertainment. That was dramatically inappropriate and I had to explain to kids what was happening.
Ticket: # 4627102 - Grammy's performance by Cardi B & Megan the Stallion

Date: 3/17/2021 10:44:51 AM  
City/State/Zip: Lawrence, Kansas 66046

Description
This was an absolutely disgusting performance and in no way should have been shown on prime time TV (or any public TV for that matter). I started watching the Grammy’s and flipped as soon as they started. I expect the FCC to hand down some type of punishment to CBS for allowing it!
Description
The performance of Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion's WAP performance on the Grammys was totally inappropriate for a publicly broadcast tv show. The only thing worse would have been if they were naked on that bed. Please sanction CBS or make sure that nothing of this level of indecency is broadcast again.
Ticket: # 4627140 - THE GRAMMYS
Date: 3/17/2021 10:52:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Cockeysville, Maryland 21030

Description
It is unbelievable parts of this show made it through censorship screening. A song titled WAP, which everyone knows stands for WET ASS PUSSY aired live, while the "artist" performed as adult dancers (AKA, strippers). Did the Grammy coordinators lie or hide the true nature of some of these performances? If not, and CBS was fully aware of the content that would be airing LIVE, they should be fined heavily and the Grammy's, as an organization, should be prevented from airing live events. This performance is the definition of lude and explicit, how the hell was it allowed to be on television? You know who the target audience for the Grammy's is, and THIS is what everyone thought was good television for teenagers and young adults?
Ticket: # 4627154 - Grammys

Date: 3/17/2021 10:55:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Oceanside, New York 11572
Company Complaining About: Optimum

Description
Was watching the Grammies with my grandchildren and was shocked that they were allowed to put on so much sexual material. I really thought channel two would never allow sexual content on their public channel. It is a disgrace that parents were not warned about the content. Porn belongs on porn channels, not public stations. Please look into this!!!
Ticket: # 4627156 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/17/2021 10:55:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Spring, Texas 77338

Description
The consumer feels as Cardis B's WAP song was explicit and a sex scene on TV

***CTR-382***
The Grammy's show was disgusting! There are no morales values, and ethics. We need to have guidelines on all forms of media tv, streaming, web content, app development, podcasts, music videos, and music lyrics.

What is being done about this? This is one reason why we are having so many problems in our society no rules anything goes. Please address this. We will continue to boycott all sponsors of this. How can Jay Zee, and Jeff Besos continue to control media this is a monopoly and needs to stop??????

Concerned Citizens of the US
Ticket: # 4627161 - Grammy's Award show performance
Date: 3/17/2021 10:56:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53222

Description
CBS aired the Grammy's where they allowed Megan the Stallion and Cardi B to perform as if they were in a strip club. The language was inappropriate and so was the performance. As an adult in her 30's this was very distasteful and inappropriate. Today's youth are very impressionable to say this is the right message is wrong. Excuse my language but it was a mess, I am sure men enjoyed it but I for one didn't.
Ticket: # 4627199 - Grammys
Date: 3/17/2021 11:03:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Matthews, North Carolina 28104

Description
I cannot believe that your censors allowed this to be shown on TV. Per the definition below about what your Commission should be doing, you definitely did not do your job. This was disgusting to watch and I want to make sure you know that you are aware and will do something about it. I hope your teenagers never watch this type of explicit disgusting tv because they will think it's ok to do the same...do you want your kids to do this? Think about your daughter or son out there doing this sort of thing. You want women to be taken seriously with this ME TOO movement, allowing this type of indecency on national television, suggests that women are nothing more than sexual objects. Disgusting!!!!!

The FCC, or Federal Communications Commission, is tasked with making sure the broadcast airwaves are free of “obscene” programming. The FCC defines this as “material that, in context, depicts or describes sexual or excretory organs or activities in terms patently offensive as measured by contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium.”
Ticket: # 4627200 - Grammys on TV Disgusting content
Date: 3/17/2021 11:03:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Dayton, Ohio 45458

Description
Two immoral black women singing a song called wet ass pussy while barely clothed and dancing on each other. This is absolutely disgusting and I can't believe you allow this to be broadcast on an awards show.
Ticket: # 4627212 - Cardi B Grammy performance

Date: 3/17/2021 11:05:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Glocester, Rhode Island 02814

Description
Does anyone have any decent anymore? TV networks are really going to air this inappropriate content on tv? Children and teens watch this networks and the Grammys need to be more responsible and be held accountable. Does anyone monitor this stuff?